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IUTRODUCTION 

Unintelligible, absurd, inane, monotonous 
these and other adjectives are often applied to. 
modern plays by the common theater spectator. There 
cannot be denied that the theater in our times ex
periences a period of underevaluation asan artistic 
spectacle directly connected with literature. These 
despiteful attitudes directed especially toward the 
modern playa started taking place since Science and 
Technology made their way into the modern world in 
which we live. The scientific and te.chnical achi.eve
ments have made men robots who passively accept any
thing requiring the least mental effort. Thence in 
the realm of shows there is .an apogee of the movie 
pictures and the television programa and consequently 
a neglecting attitude toward the theater asan artis
tic. enjoyment. 

As a result, modern playa seem to have taken 
refuge in the small theate~ rooms since the last 
·decades of the XIX century •. These intima te theater 
rooms have been keeping the old theater tradition 
-renewed by a never-stopping sequence of vanguardist 
peI'formances. 

T.aking a look at the theater playbills of our 
days, such names as Ibsen, Jarry, Strindberg, Haupt
mann, Beckett, íones~o and others can be óften read. 
These modern playwrights' vy(?rks consti tute t-13:e most 
import.ant contributions to the modern stage. From a 
literary point of view, they offer -splendid fields 
for a research in dramatic literature. In two of 
these playwrights i have found enough good reasons 
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to make a literary investigation: August Strindberg 

and Eugeri"e O' Neill. Besides t:heir d:eep attachment 

f or the theater, the 1i ves and the vmrks .of these 

writers offer many interesting parallelisms both for 

those who like to study psychological phenomena given 

in simil2.:r personali ties, as v.rell as f or those rrho 

considér a comparative study of two literary works 

as a fascinating chailénge. 

I as:!.rnd myself several questions which could 

only be answered by a compara:.tive analysis of certain 

p1á.ys of Jtrindberg anci 'ü 'N eill. I -selected from 

their prolific production seVeral :9lays which fit 

·thé so-called expressionist trend. 

The fact that 1-i.ugust Strindberg has been con

sidered by several cri tics• as "the m:ost modern of 

mode·rns, the greatest interpreter in the theater of 

the characteristic spiritual confliots which coristi

t-ute the drama - the blood· of our 'li ves today" , 1 · 

became the startingc -p·oint in my intention to trace 

the cours:e df his modeJ?n ·revolutionary ideas in the 

dramas of another revolutionary playwright: O'Neill. 

In developing my thesis I tried to find the 

influence of Strindberg on O'Neill, stressing their 

similarities, especially those fornid in the structure 

of the plays and in the characters who ap:9ear in them. 

l. Eugene oi:1foill, "otrindberg &-vid Our ·rheater, 11 

Frovinceto.,'m Playbill, 1923-24 s0ason, No. 1, p.l. 
1. Strindb_~rg was seen "qy one of his contemporaries 

as "the ·most ímportant author of his cotmtry' 
perh?.ps of our times. He is a supreme genius .•.. 11 

A criticism by Knit Hansum, quoted by Elizabeth 
3:prigge, I~he btrar!§;e Id.fe of .. i.ugust dtrindberg, 
(London: 1iestern Frinting dervices, 1949), p.147. 

1. Ibsen said of .Gtrindberg: 11 '11here is one who will 
be greater than I" quoted by the i-rovincetown's 
.d.uthors, -I1hc r-rovinceto1:1n I-·laybill, op. cit. 
No page number. 
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I selected four plays for discussion: Befor.e Break
fast, The Stranger, The Road to Damascus and The Great 
God Brown. The first two were taken into considera
tion as the first important influence of otrindberg 
on O'Neill. The other two plays, The Road to Damascus 
and The Great God Brown were considered, for their 
originality, as important contributions to the 
Expressionist theater which influence can be traced 
in the dramatic productions of contemporary writers. 

This study is not written for those who consider 
modern drama as a simple entertainment; foJ;' those-who 
go to the theater to watch fastuous sceneries in full 
detail; for those who wish to get acquainted with the 
new mechan4"sms adopted on the stage, b'µ.t for those 
who are seriously interested in the dramatic ex
pressions of our times; for all those who consider 
the theater as a real assembling of aesthetic 
experiences, .andas new and invigorating stimuli to 
the human intellect .• .. ,. .: .. 
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CBAFTER I - EXPRESSIONISl'ii 

Part I 
The Birth of Ex:pressionism 

The term 11 .expressionist 11 is often applied to 

vrnrl:s in c._fferent a:rts - to .. such paintings as Van 

Gogh' s The Starry Ni¡::,:;ht, Roual t 's Hu(~, Richner I s 

The_ Cr:v, 2..s wc11 as to the dr2.nas of such wri ters as 

Ka:ka, Ke.Jser, .iedekind and Strindbe:::-g. 

There cxists a parallelism amcng arts concerning 

their terminology. Since the eighteenth century, 

there have been established innumerable comparisons 

between the riasterpieces of literature and those of 

architecture, sculpture, painting, music~ and so on. 

Frorn theee series of compo.risons there results the 

establis:C::r.snt o:: a.,_""lalogies v:here cri tics gi ve litera

ture styliatic ~erms which have been also applied 

to other arte. Tr·us v.re often hear such phrases as: 

the barc~13 stylc of the cathedral, .... the baroque 

v1ri ters of the seventeenth century, ..• the romanti

cisTI in Chopin, Bec~uer, and so on. The terms 
11 Go--;hic 11 , 11 Roma."1.tic 11 , "Realist", 11 1-ri.p:-essionist" 1 

11 Surrcalis·'.; 11 , and others indicating certain periods 

are the p:roperty of the his·cory of all arts. Another 

such term 2nd che one vTitt. which I am here concerned 

This term applied to art was the 

main conco::."":;:i of critics who analyzc-::1 the vrnrks of the 

artists tl'.L·T'~ caugbt thei:r. e.ttention in tf'.e first two 

dec2él.es oc- this ccntury. 

Givi~3 ~ rctrospective glance to the carly years 

of ~~e 1900's trying to fix the birthdate of the word 
11 Expressionism:' several contrasting opinions are 

found. 'I:hey are important to be considered in order 

to locate and limit our field of study. 
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In 1901 the word was coined in reference toan 
exhibition of !Viatisse.'s works in France. The critic 
Vauxcelles gave further currency to the term. 1 In 
the early part of 1910 the term "Expressionis·m 11 re
appeared with reference to works of art, again prin
cipally to paintings. Picasso and Kandinsky were 
painting in the new revolutionary style and have been 
said to be "expressionists". 2 

Other art historians have said that the term 
cam.e into use for the fírst time around 1910 in 
reference to a cycle of paintings by the French artist 
August Hervé'. In 1910 the cri tic Wilhem Vforringer 
began using the word to categorize the art of Van 
Gogh, Matisse, Cézanne 3 in discussing their works 
in the German magazine Sturm. 

It was in Germany a;l_s_o that the word "Expres.;.. 
sionism" had its birth ;in regard to literature. S-ome Y 

say that t'he movement in literature dates from 1910 
when a small group led by.Herworth Walden dedicated 
its theater, the SturmbÜhne, .to "Expressionist drama 
in Expressionist style." 4 A bibliographical study 
shows that the word was used in titles on paintings 
before 1913 and on articles of literat11re before 
1916. 5 

1. Carl Enoch and .. William L. Dahlstroµi, ·strindberg' s 
Dramatic Expressionism, (.Ann .Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 19:30). p .4-. , . . 

2. Ilse T. M. B;rugger, Teatro Alem,an Expresionista, 
(Argentina: Editorial La Mandrágora, 1959, 
Coleccidn Fanoramas ·del. Siglo Veinte) p .15. 

3. Ibid. , p. ·15. . . 
4-. Carl Enoch, op. cit. , p. 6. 
5. E. Bradley ~Ja:tson, and ,Benfield Pressey ( eds .• ), 

Contemporary Drama, (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Sons, 1941), p. 293. 
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Still other critics affirm that the most accurate 

date of the appearance of the term in the literary 

world is 1915 when the word was first used by the 

8tur:n school of German artists who were called liter

ary revolutionaries and who used the word 11 Expression
ism11 to cl.1.e.racterize the aspirations and achievements 

of this young generation that pretended to mru1ifest 
in poetry their social, spiritual and religious 

anxieties. 1 Notwithstanding the date of appearance 

of the uord, there is evidence that in practice, the 

movement called Expressionism had its beginnings many 

years befare it hada name. Goergel points out that 
there are expressionist tendencies in t:h.e works of 

the German writers just preceding the decade of 1910-20. 

Some critics agree with him and say that in 

dramatic literature some works like Hansenclever's 
],-'!r Sohn and Sorge' s Der Bettler are two wl1olly 

expressionist plays that appeared before 1910. 2 

Going b3..ck even furthe.r, into the eighteenth 
century, sorne have discovered the actua1 origins of 

Expressionism in .li terature in the years of 1770: 
11 The first stagos of Expressionis::n ..• can 

already be traced in the Sturm und Dranc (the 
move~ent led by Herder in 1770)3, in Kleist, 

- ·--
1. Eerdecai Gorelikr· New 'l'heaters .. .fDr Qld, (N ew York: 
' ... Ba:i_lo_u .. Freás, 191+8), p. 250. --
2. Ca:riEnoch .. Op. cit. p.6. 
3. 11 El grupo bajo el nombr,e a·e ·;:st·úrrri; ~ur:i.'i._Qr-a:r_:1:g declara 

la g:u,e:rra a la tradicion neoclcfsiGa princii)almente 
en el te2.tro ·~ ... T.o'dá .. p·oeSÍ'á., toda literatura debe 
brotar directamente del gen:io deJ. autor, libre de 
tradiciones, de reglas, de sujeciones o imposicion
es morales o sociales, por eso el teatro y· la 
novela de los óturmer iban c·on .. frecuencia dirigi
dos contra los prejuicios de clase j los de la 
moral burguesa; el autor d·eb:fa segtfn ellos, 
mantenerse original, en vez de imitar; seguir a 

over -
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in BÜchner as w~ll as in Grabble, ·and even in 
Goethe's Faust which ·tracks were followed by 
){erfel' s Spiegelmensch. They can be traced in 
Ibsen as wel.l as in Hauptmann and become evident 
in Strindberg's Road to Damascus, in the ex
pressi ve realism of ,-iedekind and in the psychic 
ecstasy of Hafmannsthal's Greek dramas". 1 

More definitely an ancestor of modern Ex-pression

ism is a play by K,arl BÜchner (1813-37) a playwright 
wb.o was spiritually ahead of his time. woyzeck (1837) 
is a drama (in the shape of opera for its music) 
whích importance lies in the characteristics which 
show it to be out of its time. In the first place 
the ideas that Buchner expresses through the charac
ters were so uncharacteristic of the era as to be mis
understood by his -contemporaries wb.o were overwhelmed 
by the sensitiyity and the imagination of the roman
tics. In Vfoyzeck we find a young man whose tragedy 
is not like that of the common romantic hero. His 
tragedy is that of a man who is life stricken, who 
feels a desperate .agony at the sight .o.! a pi til:ess 
world. Woyzeck, ju.st .an ordinary s9Jdie·r, .asks the 
questions which ~re_common in expressionist plays: 

3.Continued -
la Na~uraleza en sus ingenuidade~-o en sus rudezas, 
sin cuidarse de estilizarla por medio del arte. 
Genio, originalidad y Naturaleza eran el santo y 
seña de aquella escuela." quoted from Paul Van 
Ti_eghem; El )1omantici~mo en la Literatura Europea, 
México: Union Tipográfica Editorial Hispano Ameri-

. cana, 1958) ¡,.2LJ.. . 
l.Ilse T.l~i. Brugger. Op.cit. p.22. . 

"Los grados anteriores del expresionismo· ••• se 
pueden descubrir ya en el Sturm undDrang (el 
movimiento ... encabezado por Herd·er en 1770) eñ_._1C1eist, 
en Büchner asi c·omo en .. G:r.abble .y, hásta en el Fausto 
<?-e Goethe, cuyas ·huel_la~. ,siguio...-·S~iegelmensch de 
Werf el. Se pueden de$cifrar ·Io· mismo .. -e.n: !hsen- y 
Hauptmann y se· hacen pa,tentes en el drama Ídeoló.gico 
de estaciones de Strindberg (Hacia Dama~co) en el 
realismo expresivo de 1/edekind y en el extasis 
psíquico de los dramas griegos de Harmannsthal." 
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¡iihat is the human being? vihat is his ontological 

position within the Cosmos? BÜchner, like the latest 

expressionists, attacks easy illusions and asks: 
11 ·,lhat is the role of evil in the world? ~füy does 

God let us suffer this way? 11 His questions fell into 

a powerful stream of pessimism. 1 

In JÜchner's play, the various separate scenes 

instead of the common three coordinate acts anticí
pate the technique that the expressionist playwrights 

were to adopt. The use of masks and the man-puppet 
also eDployed by BÜchner v1ould appear later in the 

expressionist theater and ·would have an outstanding 
place especially when it was through the mask that a 
new concept about a human being was being explained. 2 

8everal years after Büchner's early anticipation 

to the expressionists of our century, there appeared 

in the second half of the nineteenth century the 
most formal forerunner of this liternry movement: 

August dtrindberg, the Swedish writer, (1849-1912) 
whose artistic career was a conscious atte11pt to find 

a new vmy f or li terature. Btrindberg vrnuld be the 

non-conformist, the rebel who would keep vJOndering 
about the sense of everything, and would try hard to 
find new solutions to his problems of expressiort.. 

Strindberg's innovations in the treatment of themes 

and his new dramatic technique set the basis of 
Expressionism. Expressionism origin~ted with Strind
berg's later symbolic plays. 3 He was the one who 
consciously took the first step towards Expressionism 
and may be properly called the father of the movement. 

l. Ilse ~['. ·BrÜgger, o-o. cit., p.23. 
2. Ilse T. BrÜgger, Ib:.i.d. p. 26. 
3. The Oxf ord Companion to the ·rheater. 1-~rticle, 

11 Strindberg, imgust, 11 p. 250. 
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Although BÜchner and others, as it has alrea~y been 
nóted, had begun important innovations in the direc
tion of the movement, their contributions were uncon
scious¡y made: they are immature forerunners of 
Expressionism. Strindberg had the intention of having 
experiments put into practice. His ideas were written 
in several essays on dramatics and he tried them in 
his works. In his lVIemorandum to the ·lViembers of the 
Intimate Theater and in his ?rologue to Lady Julie it 
can be observed that he is trying to set or start a 
new era for literature, especially for dramatic 
literature: 

"I have departed from tradition by not making 
my characters catechist~ who ask stupid questio.ns 
in order to elicit a smart reply. I have avoided 
symmetrical mathematical construction of F.rench 
dialogue, and make people's minds work irregularly •••• 
no topic is drainéd to the dregs, and one mínd finds 
in another a chance cog to ·engage in. So too the 
dialogue wanders gathering in the opening scene 
material which is later picked up, worked over, re
peated, expounded, developed like the theine in ·a 
musical composition." 1 

Strindberg not only attempted changes in the 
structure of the play, in the. characters, in the dia
logue, in the plot, but in_ the acting and in the stage 
itself. Strindberg made suggestions far the actors 
and far the arrangement of the stage settings: 

"Side lighting adds to the actor's powers of 
expression by allowing him to use the face's 
greatest asset: the play of the eyes • 

••• the abolition of footlights is needful in 
a modern psychological drama where the s,ubtlest 
reactions of a character-need to be mirrored in the 
f ace rather than expressed by sound 8:lld g~_stur·e: 
side lighting and small stage anda cast without 
make-up or at least with the minimum. 11 2 

l • .august Strindberg, Seven Plays, translated by 
Arvid Paulsen, (New York: Bantam Books, 1960) 
pp. 68-69. 

2. August otrindberg, I9id. p.72. 
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" .•• I have borrowed from impressionist painting 
its asymmetry and its economy; thus ••. strengthen
ing the illusion. For the fact that one does not 
see the whole room and all the furniture leaves 
scope for conjecture - that is to say, - imagina
tion is roused and complements what is seen. 11 1 

Stri~iberg constituted with his books a hard 

reaction tmvards the literary movement of his time: 

Naturalism v1hich was the f ashion of -Lhe late nineteen
th century. Expressionism was, like other movements 
in art, a change, a reaction that appears from time 
to time as a nev1 contribution to old literary stan
dards. It is common to observe that opposite movements 
arise, one next to the other bringing new forms, new 
ideas of ex:pression. ~ach one of them tries to con
stitute itself in the most valuable innovation ever 
lmovm "in the vmrld of. li terature. 

Ex:pressionism settled in the place which Hatur3.l
ism was leaving free. Sorne authors seemed to be tired 
of finding themselves in a world where art was a 
scrutiny of life. The new movement sought to present 
the inner life of humanity rather than its outward 
appearance, in sharp contrast to Naturalism v7hich 
tended to concentrate exclusively upon the external 
details of reality and environment. 

The expressionist dramas conquered the stage in 
1916. The golden years carne, and provocations of 
militarism, social injustice and revolution, moreover, 
broug;ht thoughtful, poignant and brilliant works such 
as Reinhard. Sorge's Der Bettler, influenced by Strind
bérg's Dreamplai and To Damascus, Georg Kaiser's 
Der B'ú.rger von Calais, rather on the border :une of 

1. 1:.ugust .Gtrindberg, op. cit. , p. 71. 
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Expressionism than we¡l within the limits, Hanse~
clever's Der Sohn which marks the official app~arance 
of the young generatio~. 1 It makes a positive break 
from Naturalism being Frank ,iedekind, the German 
ultra-naturalist, its leader. 2 

The movement which started as a reaction against 
Realism and Naturalism soon had its followers not only 

in Germany but in some other countr~es: O'Casey in 
Ireland; Karel Kapec in Czechoslovakia; Henrí René' 
Lenormand in France and Eugene O'Neill and Elmer Rice 
in the United States, 3 Par Lagerkvist in Sweden and 
Vladimir Maiakowski in Russia. 4 

Several causes- contributed to build a proper 
field for the full growth of the new movement. The 
years in which all these playwrights incorpor~ted 
their works into the movement were around 1910 to 
1922. It is int·ere$ting to point O'L1;t that the moment 
was a period of world discontent and uneasiness_. It 
coincides wi th the outburst o-f the First World ·viar. 
The literary movement seems to fit the writers of the 
day to expose their desp.erate cry, their anguish and 
dismay, the stiff erings, of the peculiar moments they 
were living. The nature of the writers' conf~ssions 
which were outlets of their s.ouls, the profundi ty of 
their anguish which arrived to the very inner side of 
men we~e far from being able t.o be represented by the 
realist or naturalist theater. They demanded more 
depth and power. It had to be the expression of a 

1. Carl ··Enoch, op. cit •. , .pp •. Lt-2-.43. 
2. John Gassner, Masters of the Drama, (Ne\~t York: 

Dover Publications, 1940), P·--~~82. , 
3. The Oxford Companioii to the 'Theater, p .• 250. 
4. Carlos Sol6rzano, "El Camino de la Renovación," 

Siempre, CD~WVIII (Jan. 9, 1963), p.vi. 
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certain state of mind, of certain spiritual loneli

Tie~~. EXi)r~~Siontsm Was the answer. It seemed to 

have grown easily nourished by hard ana crucial times 
formen. Besides the conflicts that the war ancl the 

postwar period brought tomen, there were other prob

lems v.rhich Gontributed to the development of 

Exi.,t1ressionism. Among these vias the trend. of mechani

zation which has characterized moderL. times. 11 'l'he 

ex-pression:.sts felt that man was being enslaved to 

the machine a."1.d that th8 only solution to th:J.s slavery 
was to abolisl1 industry and return to agricv.l ture. 111 

The increasins mechanization and the growing importance 
of sciences tended to destroy spiritual values. "Re

ligion a.-rid mysticism vvere relegated to categories of 

superstition and ignorance and the theory of cvolution 

told .man that he was almost entirely made of matte.r. 112 

The rising of Jocialism and the preoccupation with 

material welfare had almost killed the world of the 
spirit. The expressionists tended to present ~an 

again, but man as a being v.rho is lost under social 

economic ¡3.nd poli ti cal grievances; an anonyrrous mai.-vi 

who tries to find himself again and tries to reach a 

place in the Cosmos. 
E:::::pressionists vvere di vided into two grou1;s 

according to their lines of thought: 
11 a) The proper expressionists vrho ca:r.:rie<'L on 

the Rom..antic lyricism of ;}agner, tr.ce Rono.nt:..c 
philosophy of Nietzsche. They wer: appal:cd ty 
the complexi ty of moder:n lif e, they loc1.-cGcl back 
with nostalgia to the past. 

l. Gorelik, op. ci1., p. 252. 
2. Carl Enoch, QP• cit., p. 8. 
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b) The activists, who never tried to sigh 
after the idealized past which never existed. 
They tried instead to find some constructive way 
out of the dilemma which faced them and their 
audiences. They believed, like naturalists, 
that the immediate need of mankind was a ration
ally ordered society based on the Christian ideal 
of social justice. They did not believe in class 
conflicts or proletarian dictatorships. 11 1 

The expressionists notwithstanding their line 

of thought always presenta dualism concerning their 
ideas toward man. On one hand there is the Nietz
chean attempt to be hard-boiled; and on the other 
there is a tender, romantic love for humanity. 2 

If one heeds the themes that the expressionists 
.touched in their works, ( the li terary works whi.ch 
appeared in the so-called golden years of Expression

ism around 1910 an~ 1922) one finds that an attempt 
has been made to make a division according to the time 
when certain themes were preferred by the authors. 

11 1. The Expressionism that started before 
the First World War had metaphysic-ethical 
tendencies, mainly. 

"2. The revolutionary Expressioni-sm which 
during the War battles it. This Expressionism 
leads to a social-poli tic al type· of poetry. 
Another characte:ristic of this movement is 
activism, its program having been made up by 
Kurt Hiller in·1915. 

"3. The Expressionism that started after the 
war can be divided into three types: 

a) It developed into Dadaism and Surrealism. 

b) It acquired a somber objectivity (Bertold 
Brecht). 

l. Gorelik, op. cit. p. 251. 
2. Gorelik, Ibid. p. 250. 
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It developed a new art of words destroying 
old and traditional links and values. 1 

This division of the expressionist movement 
should not be takén literally as a steep and strict 

arder. Several works which &ppeared in dtfferent 
times do n~t have the themcs of that periou or some-

times a drame. which appeared several years bef ore ;Jorld 

War I had pecnliarities belonging to the three divi
sions. 

l. Fritz Martini, 11 Expressionismus im Reallexikon der 
DeutcheE Literaturgeshichte 11 G:f:UY-~.~, s.s .. r (1956), 

428 ·f'+> • • 0 d f 11 '°' T B .. . t p. ·-·, quo,:;v ron;. ..... S_, • rugger, .Q.~L.:., 
pp •. 59-60. 

11 1. El expresionismo temprano anterior a la 
primera p.;uefra mun.dial, con tendencias preferente
mente metafisico-éticas. 

2. El e:x:presionis::n.o re,;rol'1cionario que durante 
la guerra se d~rige co~tra ella y quG conduce a una 
poesíS; d.e caracter político-social. Se expresa 
también por el ~ctivisru~ (cuyo progra~a fue 
formulado por Ku:,:t friller a partir de 1915). 

3. El expresion1.s:10 pos·cerior a la guerra que: 

a) Deseillboco1 en el ,1.ada:..s:ruo y en el surreal
is::10. 

b) 

e) 

Be voleo en 'J.:na obje~;j_vü:.::.._ 0scepticamente 
sombi"'Ía (Pe::,t Brec!rc). 

1'110 desarrollando hasta c1 nuevo arte de 
la palabréi con le. J.;:;str1.1cc.ión e.e todas las 
con2.:ziones y val oracio::tes tradicion:ales. 11 
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CHAPTER I 

'Part II 

Characteristics of Expressionism. 

Having sketched the beginnings of Expressionism, 

I wish now to turn toan examination of its defining 
characteristics and then to compare this form of the 
drama with other dramatic modes. 

An effort will be made to present Expressionism 
as a whole, then little by little, as details appear 

at the observation of a picture, the many peculiari
ties that make a drama expressionist will be brought 
out for analysis. 

Ás I have already noted, Expressionism is the 
opposite of Realism and Naturalism. For Expressionism 
is concerned not with things in themselves as are 
Realism and Naturalism, but with the relations that 
bin~ these things with everything and with the author 
himself. The expressionist's task is to get at the 
heart of things and the picture thus obtained is not 
what would be called tangible. 

11 ·:rhe expressionist in li terature is like the 
expressionist in painting·. He wants to reproduce 
the intrinsic- meaning of things, their soul-sub
stance. He seems to be himse1f in the depths of 
things. To point out of himself and to point 
himself means to reproduce the intrinsic nature 
of things, the Absolute. The artist creates as 
God creates, out of his inner self, and in his 
own likeness."l 

To attain -the expressionist '.s aim i t is necessary 
to sublimate the subject. The subject must occupy the 
central position, irrespective of what happens to the 

l. Carl Enoch, op. cit., p. 20. 
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object. Far the expressionist, the ego is the essen
tial part of our world, is indeed the heart of reality. 

The universe exists only as a world of projected ego. 
Subject and object are handy tools far the differen
tiation of ego and universe but the two are actually 
one thing .. 1 

"It is my ego and my world v1hich flow together 

in the uni ty of the. supersubj ecti ve individual." 1 

Thus the primary characteristic of Expressionism: 
basically is its subjectivity: for the artist creates 
the world according to his ovm iP1age. iv1oreover as an 
ego-centric art, Expressionism is characterized by a 
duality; for the subject and object are inseparable. 
The art product in Expressionism is a radiation of 
the ego into the obje.ctj_ve world, that is in dramatic 
literature: "the objective experience transmuted into 
inner subjective experience vvhich in turn radiates 
from the ego and takes dramatic form. 112 

Another characteristic of Expressionism springs 
from this basic subjectivity. T~ere is an autobio
graphical tendency which is obvious in these works. 
If the main characteristic of Expressionism is this 
subjectivity translated into radiation of the eso, 
the works of e}~pressio~ists must be iflpregnated by 
the inner exp·eriences of dif Iorent scope that the 
author has acquired througb.out his er--tiire lif e. This 
doesn' t mean thc¡1t all expressionj_stic drama is a copy 
of the pla:¡wri 0 ht's autobiogr~phy, but rather that 
his life is intiI'lateJ.y incorpo::-ated i~ th/3 drama like 
an unconscious re2.li ty th3.t intc¿;rated in the work 
of art. 

------------·----l. Carl Enoch, op. cit., p.12. 
2. Ibid., p. 63. 
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Attention has been paid in the afore pages to 
the subjectivity and the biographical tendencies in 
expressionist dramas. The third characteristic 
following is distortion. In the same way that the 
Gothic spires of a cathedral, which represents man
kind's aspiration toward God, have turned away from 
observed reality to a gothic grotesqueness; like 
caricatures seen in newspapers and magazines where 
the object represented is at times obliterated; like 
the primitive and infantile drawings which are not. 
accurate transcriptions of nature but a released ex;;_ 

pression through form and ·colors, a distortion of 
outer reality by the inner eye; in the very same way 
Expressionist literature has an element of distortion. 

The expressionist playwright sees wi th the. eyes 
of the spirit. He sees the empirical outer world 
that surrounds him through a lens which distorts it. 
It corrupts pure and elemental forms of matter. 7t 
turns away from conventional reality looking for a 
reality of its own. Expressionism deviates from 
apparent reality by taking its characterist"ic elements 
to buíld another reality. 1 The distortion of reality 
seems to constitute a need to express emotions which 
cannot be heard, nor seen physically. 2 

It is also said that Expressionism is akin to 
Romanticism in its turning away from observe.d reality. 

l. Leon Mirlas, El Teatro de O'Neill, (Buenos Aires: 
Editorial Claridad, 1938), p. 45. 

2. Expressionism according to Leon Mirlas, Ibid., 
p. 45, is in this ·sense similar to Bymbolism. 
Like Symbolism it takes elements which are 
characteristic of reality in order to build 
another one. Its di.fferenc_e is of _quantity: 
Expressionism go.es beyond Symbolism. · 
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"Romanticists flee to a better world for this 
is too life-impoverished - emphasis on a dream life 
is put to embellish an objective world. Expression
~sm forsakes life for it is naturally objective 
1nstead of artistically subjective. Expressionists 
want to reshape reality until the art-form emerges 
from the nature form."l 

It may be because of this element of distortion 
which is characteristic of ~xpressionism that its 

works of art are not very well accepted by many people 
who abhor this kind of modern way of expression. It 
i.s not understood f or i t is a struggle of the artist 
to impose his strange creatures which belong to 
phantasy into a reality of their ovm. ixpressionism 
can be called a bridge between reality and phantasy. 
It goes away from photographic art which emerges 
clase to reality. Expressionism appeals to our 
spiritual and intellectual eyes; and through them we 
obtain the arti.stic message of the author. 

So far three main cháracteristics of Bxpression
ism have been considered namely subjectivity, auto
biographical tendency and the element of distortion. 
In order to consider several other important charac
teristics intimately related to the above mentioned, 
we .may make a comparison between expressionist 
painting and expressionist drama. The reason to make 
this comparison here is to introduce those character
istics in a clearer and more sug5estive way. Some 
critics say that the expressionist theory in painting 
was apprehended by the followers of the literary 
movement. 2 Taking this as a reliable statement it 
may be possible to analyze Osear Ffister's ideas on 

l. Carl ~noch, op. cit., pp. 12-13. 
2. Carl Enoch, ~bid. p. 11 

.. 1 
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this concern. 1 He makes the following observations 
about expressionist painting which can pertain to 
expressionist drama as well: 

"Expressionism is thorough-going Introversion 
painting •.•• it is also marked by a great number 
of characteristics of the infantile. All the 
pictures of the expressionist contain the fulfil
ment of secret desires, which are wholly hidden 
even from himself. Expressionist painting _springs 
from the suffering of the soul. This form of art 
has a definite parallel with automatic cryptolaly 
and religious glossolaly.2 Things in rea.lity are 
caricatured to the point of being unrecognizable. 
Expressionism caricatures to the point of almost 
obliterating the object, or in the representation 
of psychic states may abandon all attempts at 
giving a likeness. Expressionistic art borders 
on the pathological realm of dream and hallucina
tion •••• This art, if pushed to its logical ex
tremes, means an absolute rejection of the 
empirical world. 11 3 

Ffister has given all these characteristics of 
painting which are typically expressionist. But how 
these characteristics are found within a picture 
frame is important to cite. The painters influenced 
by psychology made use of suggestive qualities of 
color. Their pictures are uncontrolled mixtures of 
pure and strong colors. The distortion suggests 
violence and intensity. The expressionist painter 
tries to take us to a world of deep emotion and feel
ing. It is common to observe green faces and blue 
horses, falling buildings, undulating human shapes, 

1.. Osear Ffister wrote "Expressionism in Art, Its 
Psychological & Biological Basis" whose third 
part is concerned with the Psychological & Bio
logical Background of Expressionism" in C. Enoch 
op. cit. p. 19 

2. cryptolaly - occult or enigmatical language.
glossolaly - the gift of speaking with tangues. 

3. Carl Enoch, op. cit., p. 22. 
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red trees, plants in human shape arranged in amad 

way as in a nightmare. 
In literature similar things are found. On the 

stage there appear characters which are half-machines 

and half-human, the dialogue is sometimes incoherent, 

cut, not gramatically bound; persons which at the same 

time play the role of individuals, mobs and symbols; 

ghosts, mummies, vampires, growing castles, changing 
masks, all this as a result of the writer's attempt 
to express his psychic experiences by means of a dis
torted reality. 1 

In its demand for objectivization of inner ex
perience Expressionism thrives from dream-form 
especially for characterization and for the plot or 
story. Dramas have the same atmosphere of a dream 
sometimes reaching the holocaust of a nightmare. 
Dream has played an important role in literature. 
Ámong the Greeks dreams are found to be a means to 
forecast tragic happenings in the future. In hiedieval 
times, dreaming was one of the most usual resources in 
writing. It was by means of characters who slept and 
dreamt that the author could make the action take 
place in different parts of the world and at different 
times, taking the audience to places such as hell, 
heaven, paradise, in past centuries or many years 
after1,vards. The story vras coherently real in the 

dream, justas in real life. Dreams were a means to 

l. It is interesting to note that according to Georg 
Marzinki's ideas on art creation, the distortion 
is a necessity of expression and results from 
aesthetic doctrine. According to f[ister, distor
tion is nota necessity, but inevitable, and 
comes from pathological. disturbance. - quoted in 
Carl Bnoch, op. cit. p. 23. 
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arouse the imagination and the phantasy of the 
audience. The structure of this story was logically 
thought. These dreams fell into the realm of con
sciousness. 

The dreams that appear in expressionist dreams 
are different. They are formulated following the 
pattern of real dreams where the unconscious plays an 
important role. In the first place, time and space 
do not exist; anything is possible and probable; a:ny
thing may happen. 

"On an insignificant ground of reality, imagina
tion spins and weaves new patterns: a mixture of 
memories, experiences, unfettered fancies, absurdi
ties and improvisations. The characters split, 
double and multiply. They evaporate and are con
densed; diffused and concentrated. But a single 
consciousness holds sway over them all - that of 
the dreamer."l 

Any action continuity is lost and somet~mes 
forgotten and another takes i.ts place .with complete 
disregard of space and time. The story thence 
appears incoherent. 

The structure of the play is also changed. As 
in medieval plays, miracles and mysteries, the divi
sion is made with a great number of scenes instead of 
the usual three or four or five acts. The play also 
may be divided into several parts having a large 
number of scenes without intermissions; or it may be 
divided into several stations. Strindberg's experi
ments on the structure of plays took him to write 
the following in the preface to Miss Julie: 

l. August otrindberg, .author' s note to 11 .A Dream Play" 
in Six ilays of Strindberg,trs. by E. Sprigge, 
(Garden City, New York: Doubleday and Co. Inc., 
19 5 5 ) , p • .19 3 .• 
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"I have made the experiment of abolishing the 
divis.ion into acts. This is because I have come 
to the conclusion that our capacity for illusion 
is disturbed by intervals, during 1i1hich, the 
audience has time to reflect and escape from the 
suggestive influence of the author hypnotist. 11 1 

Of course the division of plays into scenes 

gives a deeper effect than the dramas v,rhich are cut 

by intermissions. But in practice scme of the plays 

are too tiresome to be put on stabe for they last 
ni.ore than two hours 1,-vi thout any stop whatsoever. It 
is very difficu1t to retain the attention of the 

audience for so long a period of time. The plays 

become more likely to be read than to be represented 
on the stage. 

The Expressionist theater tends to represent 

things as they are reflected within the soul of the 

artist. Characterization in the plays is influenced 

by this factor. "Ivlen ~ not, but they signify. 112 

The characters thence, may indicate their function, 
their soul c.omplex, or their destiny. ]~he characters 

appear as embodiments of ideas which the author wants 

to objectivize in relation with certain types of 

people he has in mind: the father, a beggar, etc. 

The characters become.symbols of the author's ideas. 
Symbolism has been created as a substitute for a 

satisfactory communication through langu.age and sorne
times to stress the communication by means of words. 

Symbols a? an element of characterization is to make 
a character stronger or more clearly defined by giv
ing him .compressed qualities which involve a whole 
lot of actions and si tuation.s which will develop a 
more complete definition of somebody. 

l. August Str~ndberg, ~cit., p. 69. 
2. Ilse T. Brugger, .QJ2..!. cit. , p. 50. 
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Some playwrig~ts built their characters in terms 
of myths and abstract qualities, as in the medieval 
plays where the characters were embodiments of ab
stractions called allegories. The characters in the 
expressionist plays have alle~orical significance. 
Often found are characters called "the man in gray," 
"the dea.á. woman," "the tempter," "the voice," etc. 
While the characters in the miracles and moralities 
were rather simple (for the importance of the play 
was not put in them, but in the story or plot for its 
didactic effect on the audience), the characters in 
modern dramas acquire a higher degree of complexity. 
The new world of psychology ~d psychoanalysis that 
Freud opened was fairly widely accepted in the world 
of art. It gave the expressionists an extensiva 
field for experimentation in. characterization. The 
realm of psychology offered new poasibilities of 
presenting humans in new poignant and intensive ways. 
The people that appea:1'.'ed on !3tage were not endowed 
wi th one or two cha.ra.ct·eristics to typify them. They 
were submerged in complexes, ~ieties, madness, 
mysteries, gayety as pertaining to their conscious 
or their unconscious selves. 

Not only humans are see:ri as individuals by 
expressionists, the individual who is bound by all 
the traditions of duty, morality, society and family. 
·11 The human being is most exal ted and most miserable. 
He is involved in most exalted contrasta. It seems 
aa the·autho'r werit beyond the individual to show us 
mankind. "1 

l.· Carl Enoch, 2.:2.!. cit. , p. 29. 
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The language that the people on the expression

ist stage spoke also suffered modifications. In the 

first place the element of subjectivity favored the 

monologue and the aside which had been prohibited by 

the realists and naturalists. The characters speak 

in long münologues. This is necessary in the expres

sionist play to show the reality of the souls, to 

discover the ideas and feelings of the characters 

opposed or in accordance vü th their behavior. Mono

logue offered great opportunities of exploring the 

subconscious. It is like thinking in a loud voice 

bringing out the thoughts and their associations 

which are made inside the nind. The structure of the 
language suffered changes: 

11 :Sxclamation points, loose words, stuttering 
words and long pauses become more than enough. 
On the one hand rich and complicated speech is 
used together with repetition of words and 
accents; on the other hand simple sentences 
reduced to one or tvvo essential elements are 
employed. Articlesi pronouns and auxiliary 
verbs are oni.i tted. 11 

On ene side the authors introduced rhyme and 
rhythm to the speech. Verses gave a lyrical quality 
to the language. Verses were intercalated to stress 

or intensify certain passages. On the other side, 

the use of clipped speech almost carried Expression

ism into the extreme of Dadaism by the use of form-

l. Ilse T. hl. BrÜgger, 2I2..!_Ci1.:_, p. 53. 
11 sobran las exclamaciones, las palabras sueltas, 
los balbuceos, las pausas. Por un lado se emplea 
la efusividad retorica, la repe~icitin de palabras 
y su acentuación,_por el otro aparecen oraciones 
reducidas a su rnfoleo o sea a sus componentes 
esenciales. Se omiten articulos, pronombres y 
verbos auxiliares. 11 
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less sentences, of words and syllables without any 
meaning like the speech of a small child. 1 

The dialogue becomes sometimes unnecessary 
because the ~uthors believed that the movements, 
gestures and the expression of the actor's face 
fitted the action better. Thence pantomime becomes 
important. In the expressionist drama there were 
included also the chorus, ballet and music. It is at 
this moment when muste acquires importance in drama. 
It becomes essential to dramatic development in the 
theater as it is important in the movie pictures. 
Tuiusic and ballet, like verses, give "lyrical qualities 
to expressionist dramas. They help to improve the 
moments of ecstasy. 112 

The above cited elements prove that the expres
sionist theater is not satisfied with the use of the 
elements such· as language and acting, which had been 
considered for many centuries an exclusive property 
of the theater. Expressionism goes back to collect 
from the Greek stage dancing and music. Strindberg 
writes about this: 

"I have introduced three art-forms: monologue, 
mime and ballet. These are all part of drama, 
having their origins in classic tragedy, monody 
having become monologue, .and the chorus, the
ballet. 11 3 

The chorus which is also introduced has differ
ent types of functions. It: may take the place of an 
individual, or be the voice of .. a group of men; i t 
may be a symbol of something, may embody allegories 
or elements of the unconscious such as fears, dreams, 

l. The Columbia· Encyclopaedia, Article "Dadaism" 
2!1Q; Ed. p. 499 •. 

2. Carl Enoch, op. cit.~ p. 77. . 
3. August Strindberg, op. cit .• , p. 70. 
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joy, etc. According to Ilse T. Brugger, 1 the chorus 

in the expressionist theater has the following goals: 
"l. It is a means for stylization. 

"2. It is a means of expression. It is a 
means to get closer to the dionysian outvmrd 
appearances of existence. (Hietzsche and Gebort 
die Tragoedie). Nietzsche considers the chorus 
of satyrs as the essential point of a tragedy. 
The chorus embodies the dionysian power in which 
the unity of all existence is felt. A chorus 
of natural beings who still remain the same re
gardless of the changing generations and the 
history of the people. 11 

It has been observed that the expressionist 

movement went backvmrds to the Greek and L'Iedieval 

stage in search of different resources which would 

fit the authors' need for intense expression. The 

place where the dramas ;,-rere performed also acquired 

a peculiar outlook. The opinions about the place of 

performance were divided. On one side there was the 

tendency of having a theater, 2 that is, the dramas 

were shovrn and the stage a place from vvhere the 

audience was passively entertained. On the other 
hand, there was a tendency to abolish the separation 

between the stage and the spectators' seats. Max 
Reinhardt said: 

l. Ilse T.~. BrÜgger, op. cit., p. 52. 
"l. Tendencia a la estílizacion. 
2. Medio expresivo: deseo de aproximarse a las 

exteriorizaciones dionisiacas de-la existencia. 
(Nietzsche y Gebort die ·.rrag'óedie) quien considera 
como punto esencial de la tragedia el coro de 
9áti_rq_s, que corporizan el poder elemental de lo 
dionisíaco en el cual se siente la unidad de toda 
existencia: un coro de seres naturales que viven 
en el trasfondo de toda civilizacjÓn y que siguen 
siendo los mismos pese al cambio de generaciones 
y a la historia de los pueblos. 11 

2. Ilse T. BrÜgger, op. cit., p. 56 
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. "The spectator must not have the idea that he 
is a mere stranger •.• one must make him believe 
that he has an intimate connection with everything 
that is happening on the stage and that he parti
cipates in the denouement of the plot. "1 · 

That is, the audience .is entertained and at the 
same time it takes partas an active element of the 
theater. According to this point of view, the stage 
is not only a small part of the theater, but it in
eludes the orchestra and th.e proscenium where the 
actors move breaking all limits in the room. 

In relatton to the acting, it is said that: 
"The acting ceased _almost completely to be 

psychological in the Stanislavsky manner, return
ing in some degree to the baroque declamatory 
style. The actor was urged to spread his arms 
boldly befare the audience, so to speak as he 
would not in real life. lv1ovements were ji ttery 
and gestures unpredictable, delivery jerky and 
shrill. The expressionists claimed the right 
to violate, deform and reshape-outward nature 
just as far as such viol_ation furthered emotional 
expressiveness. 11 2 

The scene design also had its own peculiarities. 
It contained a hysterical view of environm.ent: lean
ing walls, doors and windows, trees in human shapes, 
etc. giving the aspect of unreality and unearthliness 
to the familiar world. It derived certain strangeness 
from the cubist method in painting of breaking famil
iar space into unfamiliar planes and prisms. 

"But while the cubist painting is· a study ·of 
the functions of space, Expressionism is interest
ed in geometrica.I forms as a means to frame certain 
points of spiritual development. Expressionism 
owes less to Picasso than to the fantastic painters 
like Ernst, Chagall or the primitives and the 
insane."3 

l. Ilse T. Brügger, op. cit., p. 56 
2. Gorelik, o~. cit., p. 253. 
3. Ibid. , p. 48. 
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The abstract treatnent of space, certain lines 

ru1d footlights were essential to the expressionists. 

The stage is quite bare of furniture. It receives 

its peculiar appearance by means of straight and 

curved planes and lines and also a certain play of 

lights to outstand the essential points of the action. 
August Strindberg abomiated the current painting 

of furniture a.~d kitchen utensils on the walls. He 
proposed that the straight back wall be done away 

wi th. A diagonal vvall he thought would help make the 
stage action more lifelike. Moreover, regarding the 

scenery, the bre~k from the realist, detailed, homey, 

scenery was made. The audience toan exDressionist 
play may watch on the stage the projection of movie 
films, slides, signs hanging from the walls, musical 
sounds and strange noises which have symbolic meaning. 

They may also listen to voices coming from loud 
speakers, see stairs vvhich lead to nowhere, and other 

elements which may call their attention immediately. 

J?inally a sunmary of the characteristics of 

expressionist theater could be made as follows: 
l. The plays are highly subjective. 

2. There is an autobiographical tendency in them. 

3. The outer reality is distorted. 

4. There is a representation of psychic states. 

5. The plays ar·e ~30 buil t that thE-,1 -oorder the 
realrr. of dr·eaL1 and hallucination. 

6. Concerning the structure the })lays are often 
divided into several scenes. 

7. In the characters types and symbols are .found. 
Sorne of the cbaracters have allsgorical signifi
cance. Choruses ·ap1Year as part of the charac
terization. 
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8. The characters are involved in most exalted 
contrasts. They move in a struggle of opposites. 

9. The dialogue is changed for monologues. 

10. The language suffers from incoherencies and 
grammatical distortions; Verses are intercalated. 

11. Pantomime, music and ballet are introduced into 
the action. 

12. The scenery is given an abstract treatment. 

13. There is a tendency to abolish the boundaries 
between stage and publ~c. 
In spite of the fact that we are living in a new 

era of the theater, expressionist dramas still call 
our attention and appeal to our sensibilities. The 
troublesome world situation in our days seems to have 
very similar problems to those that worried the ex
pressionist generation of artists in the early·decades 
of this century. The way to look at life and the way 
to express this view of things might have changeci, but 
the question that was troubling these artists so much 
and made them express their despair is essentially 
the same. The expressionist movement already belóngs 
to the hístory of literature nevertheless, the study 
of Expressionism seems to become necessary whenever 
an interpretation of the contemporary theater be 
attempted. In our days the expressionist theater can 
be felt alive within the new dramatic expressions of 
our contemporaries. 
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CHAPTER II 

The Influence of Strindberg Upon O'Neill. 

Part I 

The Beginnings: Bef ore Breakf ast and The Str.onger. 

It was my intention in ths first chapter to set 

the basis upon which the main concern of my thesis 

lies, namely the influence of 8trindberg on O'Neill's 

expressionist plays. I intend. in this chapter to 

start the study of the influence in two one-act plays 

which might be considered as the first two short plays 

in which similarities are the closest. Both short 

plays are not typically expressionist; but the reason 
I selected them far this prime study is that both 
The Str.on¡;;er and Befare :í3reakfast have certain char
acteristics which vv0uld later be developed in the 

full expressionist plays, two of which will be ana-

lyzed in the next chapter. 
From the summary of expressionist characteristics 

given in the first cha-pter, I will take the following 

into consideration far the analysis of nefore Break

fast and The Str.0.11geE: 

l. The subjectivity 

2. The representation of psychic states 
3. The scene division 

4. The monolJg~e 
5. The pantomirr.e 
This cha1)t3r vlill begin v1itll e. discussion of a 

statement by O 'Neill about his orm works. We have to 
take into consideration tha·c the task of li terary 

critics has been greatly diminished by the writers 
themselves in our tirTJ.e. Radio and television pro
grams, newspaper and magazine articles, lectures and 
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reco~dings, even movie :pictures have helped to- _a 
better knowledge of the wri ters '· points of view in 
their own works. A danger obviously appéará in tak
ing these intima te conf e·ssions II au pied du lettre. 11 

One should always be aware that what a writerthinks 
and says of himself would be misleading. A wrfter's 
opinion on his work might not coincide with actual 
facts. 

While accepting the Nobel Prize in 1936, 
O'Neill's response to the judges upon receiving the 
award was the following: 

"Forme, the greatest ha:ppiness this occasion 
affords ••• is the opportunity it gives me to ack
nowledge, with gratitude and pride, to you and 
to the people of Sweden, the debt my work owes 
to that greatest genius of all modern dramatists, 
your August Strindberg. It was reading his plays 
when I first started to wri te back in the ~linter 
of 1913-14 that, above all else, first gave me 
the vision of what modern drama could be, and 
first inspired me with the urge to write for 
the theater myself. If there is anything of 
lasting worth in my work, it is dueto that 
original impulse from him, which has continued 
as my inspiration down all the years since then -
to the ambition I received then to follow in the 
footsteps of his genius as worthily as my talent 
might permit, and wit~ the same integrity of 
purpose. 

11 0f course, i t will be nq .. news to you i~ 
Sweden that my worf·owes much- to· ·the ínfluence 
of Strin.dberg.. 'l'h.á.t .irif1uence runs clearl;i· 
through more than ~ few of my plays and_j:s .pl.ain 
for everyone to see. · Neither will it be··-news 
for anyone who has e.ver .. kn.own me .. ,. for .. I. .have----··-·
always stressed it myself •••• For me, he re:i;naj,nij 

·now, as ever, a~,Ñietzsche remains in his sphere, 
my master of masters, still to this day,mol'.'e 
modern than any of us, still our Teade:if~-:;; ·Jm;cI 
it is my highest hope th,at perhaps 
the shade of thEf greátest Strindberg, h,~a:ring 
of this year's Nobel Award for literaturei may 
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have smiled to himself ,Ni th, I trust, a li ttle 
pride and self-satisfaction, and said, 'Con
gratulations, son of my spirit' • 11 1 

Of course these declarations should not be 
considered as the most accurate truth, but they con

stitute a starting point for a challenge to trace 
8trindberg s first influences on O'Neill. An attempt 

will be rnade to determine whether C'Neill vras right 
in acknowledging the Scandinavian playwright as the 
most significant influence upan his creative inspira
tion. 

O'Neill's great awakening to Strindberg did not 
occur until 1913 when a fortuitous accident confined 
O'Neill to a sanatorium. There at the age of twenty 
four he discovered in drama a nev1 and exci ting world. 
He wns not to remain 
Neither was he going 
of a popular actor. 
ed in playwriting. 

a common theater-goer anymore. 
to be regarded only as the son 
He started to be highly interest-

Through Clayton Hamilton, dramatist and critic 
and a close friend of the O 'ifoills, Eugene O 'Neill 
beceme acquainted with Strindberg. 2 citrindberg was 
not well known in America in the first decade of the 
century. ·rhe first translations of his works appear
ed in 1906 when loet Lore published four one-act 
plays: P-ebit and Credit, The Outcast, Simoom, and 
The Btronger. In 1909 Swanwhite, The Creditor, and 
Miss Julie also were in print. 3 &trindberg's death 

l. Draft of the Nobel :?rize 11.cceptance Lessage, Ivi.S. 
123. V.C.A.L., quoted by iviurray Hartmann; Strind
berg and O'Heill (New York: New York University 
dissertation, 1960), pp. 32-33. 

2. Doris Alexander, The ·rempering of Eugene O'Neill, 
(New York; Harcourt, Brace G Jorld, Inc., 1962) 
p. 190. 

3. Carl Znoch, ~ cit., pp. 228-229. 
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.in ~.912 incr_eased his importan.ce in America and the 
first performance in English of The Father took place 
that year. The Chicago Little Theater presented 
Creditors anda little later The btronger was staged 
in small theaters in Baltimore and Horthampton, 
Massachusetts. Commentaries on Strindberg's plays 
experienced a similar increase. There appeared sixty 
two critical articles printed in 1912(five times as 
many as in the entire previous decade). 1 One of the 
early significant criticisms of Strindberg's works 
was made by Clayt.on Hamt~ ton. who precisely analyzed 
"this huge and brooding giant of the North". :•. "who 
is not so much an observer of the life about him as 
a brooder of the life within him. 11 Hamilton made 
special reference to The Dream Play,. The Link, and 
The Dance of Death, and traced Str;indberg's develop
ment, from N~turalism: to Syml;>olism. 2 This was one of 
the articles which O'Neill .read carefully while he 
was. at the sanatori~m. From then on O'Neill became 
a voracious play reader. He read the G:r;t3eks·, the 
Elizabethans ,. and practically all the classic play
wrights - and of course all the.moderns, Ibsen and 
-St~indberg, espec¡all; Strindberg. 3 Barrett Clark, 
said that O'Neill h~d made up .his mind and deeid~d to 
become a playwright by the time he left the sanator. 
ium: 

"It was at this enforced period of reflection 
that the urge to write first. came to me. The 
next fall ••• I began my first piay 'The 'i/eb' ~ 114 

l. Constan.ce D. Mackay, 'rhe Little Theater in the 
u.s., (New York: 1917) pp. 3-12. 

2. Murray Hartman, op. cit., p. 18 
3. Barrett H. Clark, Eugene .. Q 'Neill the Man and His 

Plays, (New York: Dover :tµb:t.ications, 1947), p.25. 
4. Barrett H. Clark, op. cit·;., p. 29. 
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It is presumable that O'lifeill read Gtrindberg 

in the Bjorkman translations since he knew no Swedish 

and could translate German with great difficulty. 1 

O'Heill began to write plays in the fall of 1913. 
Fifteen months later he had completed thirteen plays, 

eleven of them were one-act. It is interesting to 

note that most of the plays which C 'i'Teill had prob

ably read (btrindberg's plays) were one-act plays. 
In .t'rovincetown, in the summer of 1916, O'lJeill 

wrote Befare Breakfast, his shortest one-act play. 

Of Strindberg's dramatic works the shortest is 
The Stronger vvhich he used to call a 11 scene. rr This 

miniature play was written in 1889 along with other 
one-act plays under the influence of .Antoine's 
naturalist ~ittle Theater in Faris; the Theatre Libre 
for which several avant-garde playwrights, like 
Strindberg, wrote short fifteen-minute pieces knovm 
as "quart d'heures. 112 Strindberg had learned that 

drama should abandon Scribean intrigue in favor of a 
forceful simplicity of form and the psychological 
analysis of rran intense feeling. 113 By that time 

Strindberg had discovered that Antoine's Little 
Theater had impressed him greatly. The brief one-act 
plays of the French dramatists, who had pleaded for 

l. Jhen I asked Iür. Donald C. Gallup, Curator of the 
Collection of .,.._merican Li terature at the Yale 
University Library, sorne questions about O'Neill's 
background, he answered that he was "quite certain 
that Eugene O'Neill did not read dwedish and there
fore must have read the works in Enc;lish transla
tion." 

2. 0trindberg himself opened an experimental theater 
in Copenhagen where The Jtrong~ appeared at the 
opening in March, 1889. 

3. Raym.ond 'iiilliams, Drama from Ibsen to Eliot, 
(London, Clark, Irwin and Co.Ltd., 1954), p.100. 
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the adoption of this concise and concentrated type of 
play, fitted Strindhergis needs· for his new writings. 1 

Strindberg liked the intimate nature of a spectacle 
and the emphatic statement of the theme. In The 
Stronger Strindberg···achieved the simplici ty, the in

timacy, tr..e intensity, the compactnes.á .a.n.:o. .tP:ª·· f9F.C?e 
which he had looked .for in the one-act play.fórm. 
But he- was to add something óf ... hi.s ·o.v;!h .. ; appªl.le:4. ... PY 
the world of the inside, that is, tb.e .. lif.e. o!... our -~go, 
Strindberg created a new dramatic form called mono
draina; a play in which one character would be on the 
stage and would carry on a conversation with ·wordless 
characters or voices off stage. This method would be 
developed in later plays into long monologues, -or in 
conve·rsations held between two charact·ers who actually 

portray two differerit sideS of a singlé man. The 
mono'dráma techn:i.que could be said to rély mainly on 
the conversation\ df characterS ... lf11:ith .. themsel ves. 2 

OiNeill's Before Breakfast may .. be undoubtedly 
called the twin quart d'heure of Strindberg's The 
Stronger. Thé plot of this play concerns a sensitive 

l. A~Strindberg had joined the staging of dramas at 
the Theatre Libre and took increesing interest in 
it to the point of establishing his Intimate Thea
ter in Stockholm in 1907. He had found the best 
means for the ·experimental play fo.r the limited 
cast and simplified scenery which was one of his 
contributions to dramaturgy. His "Char:J.ber Plays" 
written ,in the same year, were not only embellish
ed by chamber music, but were analogous to them in 
their musical structure. In Strindberg's word: 
·11 importantr theme,. meticulous treatment." .Elizaoeth 
Sprigge :. op. cit. 1 p. 209 ._ 

2. In The Road to ·namascus, the Beggar, The Stronger, 
and·the Doctor ºare one man; three personalities 
belonging to one complex character. 
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writer who is nagged into suicide by a discontented 

wif~. He takes the story from The nreadwinner, a 

short story from 8trindberg' s i,íarried collection which 

had appeared in English translations three years be

fore. Besides, O'Neill must have also been greatly 

impressed by the ending of Lady Julie so that in 

Befare Breakfast, and in later plays, he makes his 

characters leave the stage to commit suicide 

(Diff'rent, hourninp; Becomes :Slektra, The Roue, and 
Th~ Iceman Cometh). 

In the two dramas there is a bird's-eye view of 
happenings befare the plays open. Both plays are 
cornpact. Every word v1hich is uttered mea.ns a lot to 

the action. No time is wasted in loose talking. 
There has been enough already befare the play commen

ce3. The authors let the audience Jr.11ow i t, almost 

guess it. The two dramas depict a climatic point 

v1here a huge amount of controlled f eelings is freed 

at once. The dtronger seems to be even more com
pressed. Everything happens so fast that it seems as 

if the second character needed a little extra time to 
appear on the stage. One of the characters speaks 
for fifteen minutes without any interruption. The 

speech is fluent, fast and strong like the water of 

a ri ver flovJing into a pi t. In la ter i:xpressionist 
dramas 8trindberg and O' :Jeill develop this device. 

·J:he act di vision in sorne of their middle-length ex
pressionist plays is changed into scene division. 
:The action this way suff ers frorn no long interruption 
and it is a continuous flow of events. The effect 
achieved by this means is deeper than that achieved 
by tb.e act-di vided. plays v1here the spectator has had 
·time to think and analyze what is happening. Befare 
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Breakfast .and The Stronger are so short, so compact, 
that the spectators have not yet made themselves at 
ease in their theater seats when happenings on the 
.stage have already piled up and reached a climatic 
tension which has to be released. 
bewildered by the fast denouement. 

The spectator is 
The end in both 

plays is sharp, cutting. An answer from the silent 
characters is expected by the audience •. Nevertheless 
no word is uttered by them. Mrs. X leaves the stage 
and the spell-bound Miss Y behind while Mrs. Rowland 
leaves the stage in horror and her silent dead 
husband behind. 

There is the same intention in the two playa: to 
give the idea of a complex situation in which more 
than two people are ¡nvolved by means of a single 
character. Strindberg's idea or conflict takes place 

'here. "In modern drama the struggle tak:es place 
between souls. It is a battle óf brains, not· a 
daggér fight. 111 The expressionist characteristic of 
subjectivity is an embryo in these playa. The 
struggle takes place within the characters. It is a 
strug-gle of souls, of personali ties, of ideas, of 
sexes. ·The idea of having only one speaking charac
ter on the stage makes it subjective. It is through 
only one character that the c·onflict is brought up 
and developed to the audience. It is as if a c·omplex 
of past and present events went through one single 
individual to be screened and at the same time this 
procesa was shown to the audience. 

-In The Stronger the duel begins from the title 
itself. Who· is the stronger? a question left for 

l • .August Strindberg: Prefaoe to The Father: (New 
York: Doubleday· Anchor Books, 1955), p. v·. 
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the audience to answer after watching the play. The 

battle is held between two strong feminine personali

ties. Strindberg gives clues for everybody to draw 
their own conclusions. ·~"Jho is the stronger woman: 

the talkati ve l~irs. X or the silent Ivirs. Y? Is the 
first ene- stronger because she has the man she wanted?; 

because she feels pity far the unmarried and childless 
Miss Y? or is all that a symptom of a deep hatred for 
being herself deeply hurt by the infidelity of her 
husband and lliiss Y? Is iüiss Y the strongest woman? 
She did not capture the man by means of marriage 

links, but anyhow she has been able to keep him as a 
lover. Miss Y has conquered a man in a very sly man

ner, and moreover, she seems to have L!rs . . K 1,vithin her 
power through her ovm husband: 

11 füirs. X. - That is why I had to embroider tuli:ps 
on his slippers, b.ecause you liked tulips. :rhat' s 
why we had to spend the summers at Lake 1'.J.alar -
because you didn't like the open sea; that's why 
my son was named Erkie, because your father's 
name .•• that's the reason I had to wear your 
colors, read your authors, eat your favorite 
-dishes, drink what you liked .... 11 1 

~n Befare Breakf~st the question set by Strind
berg could be regarded as a statement here. There is 
a duel of souls.here, too, but one f1ghter is notably 

stronger than the other. In Btrindberg's drama one 
character struggles to annihilate the other. The 
conflict goes on after the play is over. The drama 
is just one moment or one phase of the struggle. In 
Before.Breakfast the end of the strugg1e will have 
to take place on the stage and the audience will wit
ness the f all o.f' eme soul ·to the other. 

l. August 8:trindberg: The 3tronger, Translation by 
Arvid Paulsen (New York, 1960)p. 172, 
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If we consider 11 the duel of souls 11 of Strindberg 
not in a very literal sens~, it would be possible to 

. .. 

go beyond the stage product-ion and realize· that what 
Strindberg tried to portray was a state of ~ind 
_rather than a II duel of souls. 11 Thence the dram~ seen 
on the stage woul4 be an objective means .of portray
ing something which is happening in thoughts. Mrs. X, 
the. protagonist, according to this point of view ,. is 
on the stage facing a speechless rival. She could 
be herself, in front of a mirror where she could be 
_practicing the role she wo~ld perform in front of 
Mi~s Y. Miss Y would only· be the image Mrs. X wants 
to meet. She talks to Miss Y •·s image whose. face would 
project the desired effect of Mrs. X's hurting words. 
This could be· tru_e if we consiq.er that Mrs. X had 
been suffering from suspicion and Jealousy. She had 
been dee_ply .hurt in her ,pride !,or the fact that she 
had always reg_~rded hers-elf as the -stronger woman. 
She can not bear the si t~_~tion- a:n.y 1onger and makes 
up the emotional explosi_on. The af oresaid can be 
prov-ed by asking what woul.d .have happened in real 
life if the two ladies would have- t9 stlµl.d ene in 
front of the other? i;rhe passive Miss Y would not be
ha·.,·e so passi vely. She· woul~ have probably left the 
stage at hearing the ins.ul.ts, or otherwise she would 
have started an arf5U~ent, thus tur~ing the so-cailed 
11 duel of ooui. '1 11 into a battle of ineul ts. Strindberg 
skillfully e.:id in a. very subtle wa.:y carries on t;i.e 
action to the world of the im~.gi:nat:.c:::i without the 
audience being very much aware of it. 

l. Eugene O'Neill, "Before Breakfast_," in ~he Pla.ys 
of E. O'Neill, (New York, Randóm House, 1955), 
p. 625. 
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In Before Breakfast something similar happens. 

What Mrs. Rowland is doing is going back to her past 
miseries in order to renew them in the present. 

Every morning the picture in Mrs. Rowland's mind is 
the same: a dingy flat andan unbearable atmosphere 

of reserttfuent and hatred. In her mind she has a 

dream: she is expecting the end of the battle to take 
place. She wishes that her greatest enemy, the 
millionaire Rowland's son, the Harvard graduate, the 
poet, the weak creature,her husband surrenders to 

herse1f. She is expecting the end of the battle to 
take place. That is why in the play she "knovJS" what 
comes next. Because it is her own imagination we are 
witnessing on the stage. She "knows" about the new 
lover her husband has as well as she "knows" he kills 
·himself with the razor blade. She says she knows it 
because it is what she has been expecting for many 
years. Bhe has been dreaming of it to happen. I 
think that what the play portrays is the state of 
mind of living in a dream. Whatever is happening on 
the stage has happened over and over in Mrs. Rowland's 
mind everytime she has drowsily drunk her cup of 

coffee in the lazy hours of the morning; that is, 
}1Irs. Rowland lets her imagination fly and weave the 
end of their story. 

LangualJe should be taken into consideration to 
prove the subjectivity of the plays. The action, as 
in any monodrama, is carried on by .means of a false 
.dialogue. Actually it is a monologue far as it is 
statedat t"he beginning of the analysis, in this 
type of one-act play only one .character speaks. The 
supposed respondents are voiceless. Pantomime and 
sounds are used by the silent characters as a means 
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to excuse. the so-called dialogue. If t~e plays are 
conside;red to. be rep~e~eritations ... of ~tates of min~t, 
these monologues fi t them perfectly.. lilionologu~s have ,,· 

proved to be good means to expresa th~ characters' 
intimate selves. It is a good wa:y to e~erna~ize 
their inner conflicts on the stage·. Iñ ·The Strollger 
the speech reveals several mooc;is. of the character .•. 
Mrs~ X turna from pity to terrible anger; from being 
disgustad she becomes self-reliant and suddenly she 
is full of pity again. q~ the other hand the speech
less character is supposed. to react at each one of. 
these moods by means ·-of pantomima.• ln the stáge 
directions i t is read whethe.r. her: mov~ments expr.ess 
amazement, curiosity or laughter. 

In Before Breakfast the same thing happens. 
The monologue shows Mrs. :ao.wl"and' s atti tudes of 
hatred, resignation, resentment, shame., frustration, 
anger and bewild_erment, a gradation, of mo.ods. The 
speechles~ c~aracter in t~is pla:y is. invisible to the 
audience so ·the effect of a monologue is completely 
achieved. The voiceless ch~racter ·Ts,. felt by th~ 
aü.d.ience by mean.s of sounds and the momen:tary appear
ance of his hand behind a door. His movemeñts we can 
follow through Mrs. Rowland's speech, like in~ 
Stronger. 

I consider Befare Breakfast and The Stronger 
similarities to be very important from the point of 
view of structure, characterization and ideas. In 
the next chapter, two full expressionist plays will 
be analyzed. In them we shall find that there are 
clase similitudes between their structure, their 
characterization and the ideas implied in them, and 
those found in The Stronger and Before Breakfast. 
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]!he structure of The Road to Damascus derives from 
the one-act play, the monodrama technique of 8trind

berg's especially in the first part of the trilogy. 
The typical monologue which is used in Before Break

fast and The 3tronge! will be thoroughly used in the 
expressiorist plays to be analyzed. The monologue 

will be developed into a dialogue between two or more 
characters who are in fact the different personali
ties of one individual character. The pantomime will 
be used when silent characters apJear on the stage as 
in The Stronger and Before ~reakfast; and of course, 
the subjective quality will be present in these plays 
which will be portraying the "battle of souls" like 
in the one-act plays analyzed in this chapter. The 
main theme f ound in The Btronger and Bef ore .dreakf ast, 
that is, the battle of sexes vrill take place in the 
expressionist plays and ~ill be developed into the 
struggle of opposites common in this type of plays. 
The strong feminine characters in The 3tronger and 
Before 3reakfast will be the antecedents to the 
feminine complex characters in The Road to Damascus, 
and The Great God Brovm being one of their predominant 
characteristics, their role as man's worst enemy. 
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CHAPTER II 

Part. II 

The Road to Damascus as the Fountain Spring 

of Expressionist Influence. 

In the first chapter reference was made to the 
expressionist characteristics in drama. It was stat
ed that the expressionist theater is highly subjective. 
The autobiographical tend.ency, the distortion of 
reality, the representation of psychic states of mind, 
the portrayal of phantasies and visions like tableaux 
of inner experience, the dream-like characters,, the 
telegraphic dialogue, the structure of the play$: the 
incontinuity of scenes as fragments, all seein .to be 
related intimately with the subjectivity. In this 
chapter the analysis of the Road to Damascus will be 
carried on having in mind this main expressionist· 
characteristic ·focussed upen the characters, the 
ideas and the structure of the play. 

Strindberg, the father of Ex:pressionism, con
siderad his characters as parts of his own countless 
selves. 1 It was Strindberg's intention to divide one 
charactér into several in order to portray the com-

l. " ••• I live and I live the manifold lives· of 
all the people I describe, happy with those 
who are happy, evil with the ·evil ones, good 
wi th the good; I creep out of my ovm personal
i ty and speak with the mouths of. children, 
of women, of old men. I am king and beggar, 
I have worldly power, I am t.he tyrant and 
the down-trodden hater of the tyrant; I hold 
all opinions, and prof ess all religions, -r····· 
1~ v_e in all the times e.nd have myself ceased ... 
to be." quoted by E. Sprigge, op. cit., p. _:20q. 
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plexity of a human being. His characters are created 

in such a way that they constitute an outlet of the 

artist 's ovm mul tiplied personali ty. ·rhe radiation 

of the writer's ego pervades his writings. 

Strindberg shows a great interest in projecting 

what he Ci:,.lls his 11 souls 11 on the stage. Strindberg 

is interested in his characters as seen from within: 

the way they feel, the way they think, the way they 
dream., the way they are. Their r,sychology is more 
important than their physical appearance. In Strind
berg's words: 

11 I have drawn my characters vacillating, 
broken mixtures of old and new .... My souls 
are conglomerations of past and present stages 
of culture, scraps of book.s and newspapers, 
fragments of men and women, torn shreds of 
Sunday attire that are now rags such as to 
make up a soul. "1 

Eugene O'Neill was also interested in the inner 

life of his characters. Thence his admiration for 
8trindberg's methods of characterization. O'Neill 

bla.med the prevailing attitudes of the theater in 
his time. He said. that they had e:ndured for too long 
the banality of surfaces. He blamed the playwrights 
far heeding the superficial appearance of people and 
far not being able to so beyond their skin~ 2 

O'Neill as vrnll as Strindberg experimented with 
new drarnatic f orr1s. In search of nevr ways to portray 
their II souls 11 , both playwrights four..:: out that the 
radiation of the cc;o was a new procedure for their 
expressionist characterization. 

Strindberg's Road to Damascus (1898-1902), 
The Dream Fley (1901), ewanwhite (1902), and 

l •. latson E. Bradlee, QP..!_.cit. p. 294. 
2. Eugene ü'Neill. 11 Strindberg and Our Theater," 

Frovi.n.cet-own Flaybill, (Season 1923-24) pp. 1-3, 
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The Great Highway (1909), and O'Neill's Strange 
Interlude (1928), The Iceman Cometh (1939), The Great 
God Brown (1926), Days Without End (1934), and the 
Emperor Jones (1920) all hav~., as a strong~ distinc
ti ve expressionist peculiari ty, the· radiation of the 
ego. 

I consider The Road to Damascus to. be the first 
main example of Strindberg' s expressionist chara·cteri
zation .1 This play, a trilogy, has as one of the 
main peculiarities, the radiation of the ego. 2 The 
reason this trilogy will first be analyzed is that 
it has become a real source of expressionist deyices 
in Strindberg' s later dramas as well as .in O 'Neill' s. 

The title, The Road to Damascus, immediately 
raises the question of the meaning of the play-. It 
is an allusion to the Biblical narrative in the· Acts 
of the Apostles of the Journey te; Dainas.cus. Saul , .. 
the persecutor, has an inspiring vision which con
verted him into Paul, the apostle of the gentiles. 
Strindberg was inspirad to write in the: trilogy the 
progress of The Stranger as he journeyed in life to 
convert himself. The Btranger, resembling Saul,. 
would be inspired during his journey and would b.e con
verted from the suffering and tortured individual 
into the resigned believer. 

1. 'There is a pronounced atitobiograpn:ical tendeney 
in The Road to Damascus as in m.O$"t expressian~st 
playa. The Stranger 1 s wanderings could be traced 
in Strindberg's autobiography The Inferno. 
(London: Hutchinson and Co,, 1962). 

2. The first plays of Strindberg that O'Neill read 
and studied thoroughly for stage production were 
The Dream-Pl~l and The Dance of Death. The first 
one is a good example of expressionist charac
terization. In this play· ·the radiation of the 
~go is notorious. 
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The Rond to Damascus is nota superficial and 

easy drama. Its structure and its complex characters 

make it difficult to be understood. 

The plot is a complex aécount of a fascinating 

individual (raaybe the author himself) and his present 

and past ves. The fascinating individual in the 

play may be recognized mainly by the name of The 

Stranger. He is the single consciousness who holds 
sway over the rest of the characters who are on1y 

radiation of his ego. In the whole play, the atmos

pilere of dream perv¿des, typical in some expressionist 

dramas. The trilogy is a vivid picture of the Stran
ger' s inner subject:Lve world. Iris memories, his 

imagination, his fancies, his dreams, his nightmares 
become objective on the stage. They become real, pal
pable, visual, audible. It is as if we could read 

the inner life of a man through his picture-like mind. 

The 0tra.nger' s restless struggles wi th his inner con

trovsrsial selves and the outside world take place on 
the stage. 

Read:.ns the "crilogy chapter by ciapter the method 
usec. by Btrindberg eeems somewhat clearer. ·rhe action 

clears up when onG realizes that t:1e radiation of the 

eGO is achieved by the intermingling of the prota
gqnist's conscicus~ess with his unconsciousness; by 

the ju:::t2.posi tion of his present and past su.ff erings 
and r_:i_s progression to a nev1 lif e. 

¡ro u11d.ers tand. this ple.y one has to remember that 
neithbr time nor space nor reality existas in other 
plays. o-_1e h::1s to f orget the idea of a clima tic 
scene and the logica.l denouement. The spectator and 
the reader sub:.erge themselves in a dream world where 
everything may happen vvi thout any previous logical 
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cause. One may expect anything to happen whether 

incongruous or false.. There are only -t¡w9 levels: 

the conscious and the unconscious. In.°Qoth of them 
·' .. . 

the·audierice will identify itsel.f with the protagonist. 

The action follows no pattern whatsoever for ~he 

spectator or the reader to become fully aware of th.e 

·conscious or unc·onscious ground on which the charac

ters move, as if the author wanted these change~ to 

be intuitively grasped. Sometimes the difference may 

appear clear~ For· instan.ce, the first scene of the 

play could be a typical scene of a naturalist or 

realist play. A man .introduces himself to a woman. 
Nothing could be ·'more ,c.ommon. ·The dialogue falls 

into the grounds of a usual conversation betwe.en two 

strangers who meet in the street. It is in this 
that the audience learns a great deal about the ma:j,.n 
cha.rae ter' s lif e in the. first se ene. We know that 

the Stranger has ·'been disappointed by lif e and has 

sunk in the worst of pessimisms. "I found that 
everything was aga'inst me: .rich and poor, men. anq. 
women, pá.rents a.nd· :children •••• Tell- me, do you think 
me mad?" (Part I, Se. 1, p. 30}-: 

This meeting is o.nly :apparent.; -~1/tµ~lly ,i t takes 
..... _~ ,~ ... ,. 

place in ·the Stranger' s, ,mind as, h~ star~s. :rei;n.emb~r.ing 
the· episodes of his lif e. The:· Str~nger_,.' s radiat_:i.Qn 
of the ego ·starts at, thi's· point.: ]'urther o.n ,. a$ .Jhe 

. ·' 

rest of the characters appear ·o_I;te recognizes his 
inner sel ves one by ·one. Several -charact.ers spli t 

from the Stranger' s inner life: 'The Lady - through 

whom he is looking for his redemption; th~ Beggar, 
the Cdnfessor, the Dominican·; the Tempt~r, the,. 
Doctor, ali enibodying the pró-tagonist's multiplied 
selves liké ghosts of'the past still tro:ubling the 
present lifé'of the Stranger .. 
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The expressionist characterization relies upan 
the characters who embody the Srranger's frailties, 
regrets, ambiguities, desires, frustrations, etc. 
·rhey are the btranger' s inner sel ves who prove the 

fact that he is unable to accept himself as a unified 

personality. All of these selves are embodied in male 
characters and v1ill be analyzed first. Later on, the 
feminine characters will be brought toan analysis. 
They embody the dtranger's ideas and thoughts about 
women. 

At the end of the chapter, minar characters, em
bodying the Btranger's projected memories will be 
mentioned. 

One has to have in mind that all the characters 
seem to have alife of their own on the stage, but 
one has to remember that they are alive only in connec
tion with the Stranger, for they belong to him, they 
are parts of him. All of them constitute one main 
character. The monodramatic expression takes shape 
here where one definite character is the basis of the 
structure of the play. 

The Beggar is the stronger self of the Btranger. 
The Beggar is half real, half unreal. The first im
pression one gets coincides with the Stranger's: "Are 
you real, may I touch you?" (Fart I, se. 1, p. 32) 

Here the similarities between the Stranger and the 
Beggar start. The Jtranger doubts whether he himself 
is real. He doesn' t knov.¡ i t. He believes himself to 
be half human: a changeling. He feels he was substi
tuted by the elves for the baby that was born. 

In the first part of the trilogy, the Beggar 
embodies the Stranger asan ambitious man who has 
been frustrated. He is begging for happiness. 
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"I have always succeeded in everything I've 
undertaken, because I've never undertaken any
thing. I should like to call myself Folycrates, 
who found the gold ring in the fish's stomach •••• 
I grew tired of success and threw the ring away. 
Yet, now I've grown old and regret it. I search 
for it i:r;i the gutters." (I-1-32) 

The Beggar is the Stranger who is discontented, 
full of resentment for he has not been able to appre
ciate anything he has achieved. Like the Beggar, the 
Stranger is looking for happiness, for the happiness 
he has never been able to hold. Considering themselves 
as half-real individuals, both have been unable to 
fit within humans. They do not find happiness in this 
world where everything and everybody disappoint them. 
The description of the Beggar fits both. They are so 
much alike that people mix them up: 

"Beggar: Perhaps he's (the Stranger) on the 
list and not me. 

Landlord: It looks like it. In any case, 
both of you had better clear out •.••• 

Stranger: This Beggar must be a wretched 
fellow. Is it true he resembles me?" (I-1-p.}9) 

Later on, at the middle of Part I, the Beggar 
reveals himself as the Stranger's conscience. This 
will be his main role throughout the play. The 
Beggar is the Stranger's conscience who is bothering 
him. The Stranger refuses to acknowledge the Beggar 
for it is painful to know the truth about oneself. 

Beggar: "Once I asked you whether you knew 
who I was, and you said it didn't interest you. 
In return I offered you my friendship, but you 
refused it rudely" •.• "You don't deceive me" 
(I, se. 13, p. 96) 

because as his conscience the Beggar knows the 
Stranger. It is part of him. 

There is a continuous struggle between the 
Beggar (under this name oras "the Dominican" or 
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"the Confessor 11 ) and the Stranger. The Btranger is 

always reluctant to accept his evils. He fights 

against his conscience and sometimes he arrives at 

the point of acceptance just to go back to a refusal 

and denial of his past sinful life. He seems unable 
to accept r:..is responsibili ty regarding his behaviour. 

The Beggar splits into two during the Jtranger's 

delirium in the middle of Fart I. ·rhe other charac
ter will be called the Confessor. He plays the role 

of the accuser, the curser. The Confessor speaks as 

a priest would. He warns the 8tranger and tells him 
about God's wrath destroying those who forsake Him. 

The Confessor could embody the religious learnings of 
the Btranger which become an accusing ego to their 

mvner. 
In the second part of the trilogy the Beggar 

splits again into a new character: the Dominican. 
In the stage directions it reads: 

"The .Stranger goes out through the door at the 
baelc The Lady crosses to the door and lets 
in the Dominican - who is also the Beggar." 
(?art II, ~et. IV, se. 2, p. 182.) 

The Dominican is like the Confessor the accuser, the 
cúrser and the persecutor. The Beggar reminds the 
Stranger of his sins and pities him; the Confessor 
warns him and foretells his future sufferings after 

de~tn; and the Dominiean persecutes him like an ob
session. He is lik:e a ghost 1¡.¡hich mak:es the Btranger 
be in despair. He appears and disappears behind the 
vvindovrn and behind the doors. 

Stranger ":,füo is the 'I'errible One who follows 
ne and cripples my thoUghts? Did you see no 
ore? (The Dominican makes the sígn of the cross 
in the air and disappears) 11 (.2art II, se. 1, p.141) 

The Stranger's reaction to the Dominican is 
fear. He fears the Dominican the same as he fears 
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the Conf~ssor, because he fears God's punish.ment. He 
fears his own conscienqe. The action arrives to a 
climax when the Stranger rebels against the Beggar, 
the Confessor and the Dominican. He rebels against 
his conscience that foretells new sufferings and 
punishments. The Stranger feels himself to be the 
victim of The Powers. The only way to take revenge 
is through scientific knowledge. Science against 

religious faith, facts against beliefs, God's creation 
against man's creation. 

The Stranger: "I am the d_estroyer, the dis
sol ver, the world incendiary; and when all dies 
in ashes, I shall wander hungrily through the 
heaps of ruins, rejoicing at the thought that 
it is all my work •••• " (Part II-Act II-sc. 1, 
p. 140) 

The Stranger has been defeated by fate. He has 
been a failure as a husband, as a friend, as a writer, 
and even as a father. He goes on in life with the 
hope of becoming a scientist, the discoverer of the 
formula td make gold. He hopes to find in science 
the happiness and the truth he has been searching in 
life in vain. His attempt to become a scientist be
comes his next failure. In the play, the Stranger's 
deceit is portrayed in one of the best scenes in the 
play. It is the scene of the banquet built upas a 
nightmare. The Stranger's dream turns out to be a 
terrible nightmare. Everything which the Stranger 
expects, that is, fame, honours, money, good reputa
tion, turn· out to be the opposite: the banquet is 
given by a Society of Drunkards to a man who is 
mentally insane. This is a typical scene of an ex
pressionist play. It reaches the realm of dream and 
hallucination. The Strangér's unconscious rules the 
whole action. His inner selves are poured forth into 
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this scene. Reality is distorted: tables, goblets, 

disappear as well as people; sounds of assorted musi

cal instruments 2re heard, sorne playing afar, sorne 

from within the room; the characters wonder whether 

they are dead or alive; their behaviour is either 

that of a ,Jild beast, a drunkard, or that of a judge, 

ora maclman. The scenery changes successively from 

a sophisticated banquet room, to a Beggar's table, 

to a \7retched serving counter, to a stand for beer, 
and to en empty room. 

If The Road to Damascus is considered as a long 

monologue of the Stran¡;er nith his selves like an 
expressionist vmy of projecting the ego, the scene 

of the ba~quet is the best proof. It is the Stranger 
speaking to himself as the Beggar. He speaks in a 

loud voice as if wantin6 to analyze his deeds; as if 
becoming mvare of his f ailure; as if feeling pi ty .for 

his folly. In the stage directions this is stated. 

Everything and everybody disap~ear including the 
Beggar. 

1'The stage is darkened, and a medley of 
scenes, representing landscapes, palaces, rooms, 
is lowered and brought forward; so that charac
ter and furni ture are no longer seen, but th.e 
Stranger alo::::ie remains visible, and seems to 
be stend.ing stiffly as though unconscious." 
(III-1-157) 

Im':iedio.tely after ever;ytlüng has disappeared 

and ~2p_od:z i,-:; 011 the stage but the Stranger, he 
speaks t~ :-.~':_i3_EE_q;g::-.::-. "It seems in hell, unless I 
dreaI:1.ed e-rer:r-';hine;." (III-ii-157) The i3eggar is just 
a means ~o portray the protagonist's thoughts. rhe 
monologue goes on. 1~ccording to the stage directions 

the 0tranger is in a cell. But it is nota prison 
cell df those surrounded by iron bars. It is the 
cell the dtran;er feels he is trapped in. He "feels" 
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in a cell because he isn't able to find a way out of 
his problems. He feels himself at the point of ex
haustion. He has been defeated y.et he doesn't want 
to admit it. Here the monologue. The Stranger talks 
to himself as the Be~gar •. 

Beggar: "Bow yourself or break" 
Stranger: I cannot bow 
Beggar: Then break .• (The S.tranger falls to 

the ground. The same confused medl_e;y- of scenes 
as before.)" (Part II, se. 3, p. 160) 

As usual in the expressionist theater the states 
of mind are portrayed. The prison cell in which he 
is "breaking", is only a representation of the way 
the Stranger feels at that particular moment in his 
life. 

The Beggar, under the name of the Conf ess·or in 
Part III of To Damascus parállels the role of Virgil 
in the Di vine Comedy. He is the leader, ·the usher 
who will take the Stranger -through the. bridge between 
worldly life and worldly death (hell) ·into mona_stic 
life (heaven). They both have to cr.oss a river and 
climb up to the white house ip. ·which "peace and. 
purity should dwell" (Part III-Act I-sc. 1-p. -192) 
Their path will be full of the Stranger's memories 
springing up beside them like flashlights. Whi-le 
the Stranger w.alks up and remembers the Confes-sor 
explains to him whatsoever comes to sight: 

"It is the bank of farewell" says the Confessor. 
"On the other side ;y-ou' 11 be qui te unknown to the 
brothers." (Part III-Áct I-sc. 1-p. 197) Little by 
little the Stranger get$ rid qf his past by rememb.er
ing and by living his sufferings all over ~gain. He 
gets rid of his. possessions ··which still bound h;i._;m to 
the world. He cannot keep @ything, his books,,· 
money, personal belongings or his memories. By doing 
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by which he intends to believe and he achieves it: 

Btranger: 11 1:Jo, one knows nothing, hE!,.rdly even 
that one lmows nothing; and that is why, you see, 
I've gotas far as to believe." (Part I-sc. ii, 
p. 210) -

Iñ the last part ar the trilogy the Coníessor 

seems detached from the Btranger who is almost at 
the point of salvation. The Stranger feels at peace 
with himself at last. He seems to accept himself; to 
accept life as it is. He has had no other way out of 
his sufferings but resignation. He arrives at the 
conclusion that he has been misunderstood in the 
world. Life is a series of misunderstandings among 
humans. The explanation to his wonders he finds in 
the Confessor's words: 

Confessor: 11 You're a child, who's lived a 
childish world, where you've played with thoughts 
and words. You've lived in the erroneous belief 
that language, a material thing, can be a vehicle 
for anything so subtle as thoughts and feelings. 
(iiere at the monastery) we've discovered that 
error, and therefore speak as little as possible, 
for we are aware of, and can divine, the inner
most thoughts of our neighbour. 11 (IV-i-p. 270) 

In the Becond part, another self of the 
Stranger appears. It is called the Tempter. He will 
laugh at the Stranger's attempt to free himself from 
his evil self. The Tempter appears at this point 
of the trilogy because the 3tranger is on the verge 

of conversion. ~ike the traditional convert, the 
Stranger has to be tempted in order to prove his 
strength. When the ·rempter appears the Btranger asks: 

"vJho are you? 
Tempter: Your brother. 

one another? Sorne of your 
remind me of my portrait." 

Don't we resemble 
features seem to 
(Part III-Act II-p.225) 
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The ·Tempter plays both the part of the Stranger's 
weak self who falls into temptation and commits al+ 
types of sins and at the same t.ime the self that ex
cuses the St:ranger' s wealatess for sin. On one hand, 
the Tempter pitias. Man, on the .other~ the Tempte'i· 
blames ~oi, the terrible Fowers for making men sin. 
Man is innocent. He is just the object of the cruel 
Powers. Man suffers pun:ishments far the sins he has 
been dbomed to commit: 

. Tempter: " •.••• but all life' s a tissµe of 
off enses, mistakes, érrors, that are compara-. 
tively blameless owing to human weakness, but 
that are punished 'by the :-most consistent 
revenge • Everyth~ng' s .revenged, :even our un
júdi cious aétións. Who forgi ves·? A magnani
mous .man - sometinies, heavenly justice·, neve.r ~" 
(Part III-Act I+I- p. 230): 

In Part three, when .. the Tempter plays the role 
of a sinner he goes to trial. The Tempter is the 
accused, he is the Stranger, he is Man. The Tempter 
is. being judged for the sins he has been doomed to 
commit. The Tempter acquires new shades in his 
characterization. He is the unbeliever, the heathen, 
the ~theist: 

Tempter: 11 (I) ••• was· from the beginning 
one of those strange birds who~ in. their 
youth, go in search of their Creator - but 
without ever finding him, naturally! 

.:{Part: TII--Act III-sc. 1-p. 237) 

In the b:est scene of the third part, 1:ihe Tempter 
is judged by hUiílan justice. He take3 the name of the 
Florian, the accused man who goes to trial for being 
ir:tvol ved in murder and of having polluted .young 
women. The Tempter's sins are similar to the 
Stranger's. The trial goes on andas it proceeds, 
the Tempter preves that the accused is innocent, 
that Man is innocent. The characters implied in. 
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this scene become symbolic (like in many expression
ist plays): 

Tempter: wvlho was Adam' s seducer ! That' s 
just where we want to go back to. Eve! Come 
forward, Eve, Eve. (He waves his cloak in the 
air. The trunk of the tree becomes transparent 
and Eve appears, ; ..• ) N ow, r,iother Eve, i t was 
you who seduced our father. You are the accused: 
what have you to say in your &efense? 

Eve: The Berpent tempted me! 
·rempter: .Jell ansvrered! Let the serpent 

come forward. (Eve disappears) The uerpent! 
(The berpent appears in the tree trunk; Here 
you can see the seducer of us all. Nmiv Serpent, 
who was that be~'Uiled you? 

All: Silence! Blasphemer! 
Tempter: Answer, Serpent •.• Causa finalis, 

or the first cause - you can't discover that! 
'For if the 6erpent is to blame, then we are 
comparatively innocent - but mankind musn't 
be told that! (fart III-Act III-sc. 1- p. 239) 

In the last scene of the trilogy the Tempter 
springs from the Stranger himself. The Btranger is 

left alone, in meditation shortly before he dies to 
be born to a new life. According to the stage direc
tions: the Confessor goes out. The Jtranger, left 
alone, is last in thought. N evertheless the 'l'empter 
is wi th him up to the last moment. ·remptations, 
doubts, weakness accompany him up to the .last moment 
in this world. 

The Doctor is another character in The Road to 
Damascus. He is the dtranger's obsession of having 
stolen a man' s vvif e. ·l'he Doctor embodies the 
Stranger's guilt imprinted in his soul. He says: 

11 And I shall reach you, as the thunder will, 
whether you hide in the depths of the earth or 
of the sea . . . ·rry to escape me if you can! 
(Fart I, Act IV, se. 1, p. 169) 

Little by little this curse takes shape. The 
doctor who in the first scenes seems detached from 
the Stranger, becomes part of the 3tranger. His 

-------~-- -- --- ---
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lives in the Stranger's mind making the Stranger 
adopt new behaviours. The doctor seems to steal the 
Stranger's persónality. Vt/hen the Doctor appears for 
the th~rd time .after his wife has left him he has 
grown old. His hair is gray and his general appear
ance is like the Stranger's. In the stage directions: 

11 The Doctor comes in, his gray hair long and 
unkempt. He is wearing a tropical helmet anda 
hunting coat, which are exactly similar to the. 
clothes of the Stranger." (Part II-Act I- p. 130) 

It is the Doctor's hatred for the Strange~ that 
makes him curse the Stranger and at the same time 
become like him. The doctor's curse turns true. The 
Stranger is obsessed by the Doctor who from now on 
will live within him to torture ·the Stranger as well 
as torturing himself forever: 

Doctor: "Our house, .2!!!: roses, our clothes 
••• now .Q'!!.~ child. I'm within your doors, I sit 
at your table, .I lie at your bed; I exist in 
your bloqd, in your lungs, in, your brain; •••• 
I shall lie like a stone in your path, so that 
you sti.unbl,e; I shall be. ·the thorn in your path 
that- ·pricks your hand when you go to ·pluck a 
rose,. My soul shall spin· i tself about you like 
an· ox by means of the woman you stole from me. 
Your .child shall be mine and I shall speak 
through its mouth; you shall see my look in its 
eyes ·· (Part II-Act I-p. 132) 

The Doctor resembles the Dominican because he 
is also the curser, the persecutor, the visible 
reminder of the Stranger's sin. In some instances, 
the Doctor, like the Dominican, appe~rs threateningly 
behind the windows and disappears. 

Lady: There, at the window. It is _he! 
Stranger: I can see no one. You must be wrong. 
Lady: No, I saw him. The werewolf~ 

Can't we:be rid of him? 
Stranger: Yes, we could. But it'd be useless, 

because he has an immortal soul, which is bound 
to yours. (Part II-Act II-sc. 1- p. 138) 
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The Doctor is half real, half unreal like the 

Beggar, the Confessor, the Dominican and the Tempter. 

He is linked to another character, Caesar, who is 
apparently mad and is the Doctor's patient. The 

Doctor and Caesar's behaviour is illogical, incon
gruent. 'rhey speak nonsense most of the time. It 

seems as if both characters embodied the 8tranger's 

madness created by his torturing sins. Their be
haviour portraying mental illness is carried on like 
this. At the beginning of the play the Doctor is in 
charge of Caesar for he is mad. In the later part of 
the play the Doctor loses his wits and Caesar takes 
care of him. In the banquet where everything and 
everybody is a strange part of amad nightmare Caesar 
speaks logically. He tells the truth. 

Caesar talking of the Stranger: 
"But he's more than a king, he's a man of the 
people, of the humblest. A friend of the opposed, 
the guardian of fools, the bringer of happiness 
to idiots. I don't know whether he's succeeded 
in making gold. I don't worry about that, and 
I hardly believe it. 11 (Fart II-Act III-sc.l-p.151) 

He is the Stranger's self who lives reality; 
who is aware of things as they actually are; the one 
who is not living a nightmare. While the Stranger is 
insane, Caesar and the Doctor are sane. ·ihen the 

Stranger is sane, Caesar and the Doctor seem mad. 
This produces a counterbalance effect on both Caesar 
and the Doctor who are conflicting selves of the 
Stranger's. As part of his dreadful memories of his 
past both characters die when the Stran5er's past 
dies. At the end of :Fart II they vanish, die wi th 
the rest of the btranger's memories. The Doctor 
appears again at the end of the play as father 
Isidor.He willnot be the 8tranger' s obsession anymore 
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because the Stranger is at peace with himself and so 
is he. The Doctor as the symbol of hatred and madness 
has learned to forgive and to understand his fellow
men, up in the monastery where people are purified. 

Be si des the proj ection of the ego embodied in 
several. cl::.aracters who play the roles of the prota
gonist' s complex sel ves, the r.adiation of the ego 
takes another shape. It is the Stranger anci. his 
memories toward his relationship with women. The 
female characters who appear in To Damascus radiate 
from the Stranger's ego. The play is a long monologue 
in the expressionist way in which ·the feminine voices 
are also a means to portray the Stranger's inner 
world. The Stranger seems to be wandering deep in 
his thoughts and wonders whether his relations toward 
women are fruitful or frustrating. viomen in The Road 
to Damascu~ become the struggle of the Stranger's own 
feelings to love them and hate them, .fear them and 
desire them. He never knows whether the Lady, the 
main feminine character, the symbol of womanhood·will 
help him or crush him; whether she is the deliverer 
who will save him from his sufferings, or whether she 
is the Powers' tool to destroy him. 

The ~tranger' s s.:truggles are closely related to 
his relation to wom.en. Besides being a stranger to 
himself, he is a stranger to women. In his attempt 
to find his ovm place in the world the Stranger gets 
lost in his attempt to understand another individual 
who is as com::_)licated as he is: the Lady. 

The Stranger and the Lady's opposite feelings 
of love and hatred are portrayed through the action 
in a very subtle way. I would say that the sharpest 
characterizatio~ is that concerning the Stranger and 

_•.:_ 
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his relationship with the Lady. It may be so because 

of their different sex. There are more differences 

between the Lady and the Stranger than between the 

Stranger and the rest of his male selves. Strindberg 

seems to be at his best in this respect. The scenes 

vvhere the .3tranger and the Lady appear take a very 

peculiar pattern. The action follows an ascending 

line in v1hich the love-hatred combination reaches a 

climax. The scene repeats like a melody throughout 

the entire play. The love-hatred tune is carried on 

like the tune variations in a symphony. 
The strong bond of love-hatred between man and 

woman will take part in the play as the cycle of 

eternal recurrence. What happens in the first scenes 

of To Dama.scus happens all through the play; has 

happened to bygone generations and will happen to the 
new ones. 

The love-hatred theme appearing constantly 
throughout the play is like the frame wherein the 

characters move. The love-hatred formula becomes a 

struggle of opposites for the characters. The 

s;':ruggle of op1)osi tes is a characteristic which per

tains to the expressionist theater. In The Road to 
Damascus the characters seem to rotate f~om one ex

treme feeling into the other, like puppets playing 
an inevitable role in the eternal recurrence of life. 
The love--hatred bond goes in The Roe_rl_ to Damas~ 
very closely related to the feminine characters • 

.:\.ccording to 3trindberg' s conception of women 

there e.re two main opposing trends. On one hand 
what could be called an Oedipus complex in which the 
female character is the mother, the fountainhead of 
life, the ideal maternity; one who gives love and 
has the power to understand and forgive. She plays 
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the role of mother-mistress whom the male characters 
search for. On the other hand there is misogyny 

that is, woman as the et~r~al enemy of man. She is 
the egotistical, selfish, domineering, sly female 
whom the characters lov~ and hate with the same in
tensity of feelings. 

The term "Oedipus complex" is found for the first 
time in Totem and Taboo and in most of Freud's writ
ings. 

"Sigmund Freud defined the Oedipus complex 
as the complex set up in the unconscious by the 
agressiveness of the son against the father, 
who obstructs or absorbs the lo.ve of the mother, 
which i~. the child's first and most permanent 
need. Inasmuch as this need is primarily a sex
ual impulse, the father's position as rival 
lover ·prometes feelings of filial hatred .á.nd 
violence. When, .in the cour·se of maturation, 
we do not succeed 'i~ withdrawing· our sexual 
impulses from our mothers, and in forget.ting 
our jealousy of our fathers11 to that extent 
we become psychoneurotics." 

The use of the term Oedipus complex is. o.nly ~ 
medium for expressing ideas about the charact~riza
tiorf in Strindberg. F~eud' _s explanation of the term 
he uses in his scientific bo.oks help to analyze: and 
.o.escribe the feminine characters from the point .of ... 
view of their psychology which ... is .. an. exciting 

approach:. Besides i t has to be taken 1nto considera
tion .th.e fa,.ct that expressionis.t wri ters were deeply 
influenced by the· ppychological theories new in 
their times. 

Misogyny is asoldas Eve. The inferior status 
of women in the early ages of humanity was changed 
in the Hebraic-Christian period that r~ised the 
woman's status a little, while the Latins rejected 

l. Hartman. Op. cit. p. 59 
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her as the conductor of original sin and source of 
man's temptations. Celibacy was considered to be the 

best state of man while love and passion were labelled 
as a mortal sin only necessary for the perpetuation. 
of the race. ·rhis hostili ty pervaded until the XVIII 

and XIX c~nturies. It was then that the French Revo
lution and the f eminist wri ters equali~ ,d ·¡:o:::·.0n' s 

poli tic al, legal and social right.s; on the other 
hand there was a rec::.::1:descence of the misogynic f eel
ings; the leader of the anti-feminist movement was 
Arthur Shepenhauer who hada .general contempt far 
women anda depreciation of her natural endowm.ents. 
In his ovm words: 

"that undersized, nar!'Ovv-shouldered, broad 
hipped, short-legged race" among whom "the most 
distinguished intellects •.•. ha·;e never managed 
to produce a single achievement in the fine arts 
that is really great, genuine, and original," 
"woman •••• is by no means fit to be the object 
of our honour and veneration, orto hold her 
head higher than m&n or to be r·n equal terms 
with him. 11 1 

".Strindberg was in.fluenced by the XIX century 
feminism and particularly by its mi···ogynist 
countercurrent as voiced by Bhopenhauer and 
Nietzche,2 heirs cf centuries 0f enQurated pagan 
and monastic woman-hatred." Strindberg considered 
himself to be the heir of Shopenhauer.3 Just 

l. Hartmann. Q~_cit. pp. 115-116. 
2. 6trindberg ciaimed that he had anticipated 

Nietzche' s ''8tr'..lggle for P01.ver 11 thesis in such 
works as The Fe.ther and 1.rhe Peo-plo of Hemso, he 
stated ir.. 1888: 11 ·r:-iose ·,vho have followed my 
career as a wri ter ... lmow sufficiently well how 
early I adopted the so-called ~aetzchean stand
point .:1ith regard to conventional morals and 
the emancipation of wo:'.:len. to give me my due, 
and Nietzche his wi th clee.r consciences." In 
Har~man ~· pp. 127·-129. 

3. Sprigge, 'lE.~~f!.· p. 44. 
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between 1885 and 1887, (aththe time he wrote 
To Damascus) Strindberg wrote a series of essays 
called Marriedl where it could be noticed that 
he was thoroughly convinced that women should be 
stripped o! ron;t@ti.c cª10,oufl~ge. 11 He had begun 
to work on a vol.ume of stories about marriage 
which exploded chivalry ari.d romance as senseless 
fantasies, and showed the real relationship 
between the sexes as a fight based on the in
stinct o~ reproduction and the economics of 
living." Most of the stories were caricatures 
of married life with touches of humour to re
lieve the so-called realism ••• In the preface, 
Strindberg aimed at destroying tne ~ora cult 
wi th which, in hi.s own point of view, .Ibsen 
had infected Scandinavia •••• 11 3 

It is interesting to notice that when A Doll's 
House .came to Stockholm woman' s emancipation becam.e 
the slogan. Strindberg found Ibsen's play absurd 
and Nora a provoking audacity. 4 

After some years,· when Hedda Gabbler appeared 
(1890) Strindberg thought her his own creation simi
lar to Laura in The Father and Tekla in Creditors. 
Then he said about Ibsen's new play: 

" ••• how my seed has fallen in Ibsen's brain-pan -
and germinated. Now he carries my semen and is 
my uterus. This is my Wille zur Macht and my 

l. These articles have already been mentioned in 
connection to The Stronger and Before Breakfast 
in Chapter II. 

2. Sprigge, op. cit. p. 95. 
3. "The famous Norwegian male blue-stocking had 

written a play on the subject, and all feeble 
minds were obsessed by a perfect ·mania of 
finding oppressed women everywhere. I fought 
against those foolish notions, and ·consequ·ently 
was dubbed 'm¡sogynist' an epithet which has 
clung t.o me aJ) my lif e. 11 ( Conf essions of a 
Fool - Ellie S.ch.leussner, New Yor~, ~925-p. 219) 
:Ln ~~rtman, _01i ..... _c.i t. p. .121. ~ · 

4. Sprigge - op. cit. p. 130. '· r '\.._ 

·:1 
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desire to set other's brains in molecular motion •. 111 

Strindberg in The Road to Damascus portrays the 
relationship between man and woman in a poignant way. 
In the course of the action the woman plays several 
roles: daughter, wife, lover, mother, sly female and 
the feminine ideal which would be a combination of 

the child-wife-lover-mother roles in one individual. 

In The Road to Damascus all these roles will be 
played by the Lady who, as I stated befare, is the 
projection of the 3tranger's thoughts, of his ideas 
about women, of his concept about women. 

It is clear, at the beginning of the play, that 
the Lady is part of the Stranger's projected mind. 
In the first scene she appears as an expected guest·: 

The Stranger: "It's you~ I almost knew 
you'd come." (P. I, se. 1, p. 25) 

That is, 11 I knew you would come to my mind. I 
knew you would be here as part of my memories." That 
is what the Lady will be iri the play. She has no life 
of her ovm. Her figure, her speech, her mind will 
only be the Stranger's projected thoughts. Since the 
first part of the trilogy it is a fact that the 
Stranger can read her thoughts; and he can read them 
because they are his own: 

Lady: "You're beginning toread my thoughts. 
Stranger: We no longer have secrets from 

one another." (Fart I, se. 3, p. ··52) 

l. Strindberg could have said the same words if 
he had read O'Hiell's Btrange Interlude, 
i~lourning Becomes Elektra, Diff' rent, the First 
Man, Befare Breakfast and Desire Under the Elms, 
where m1sogyny is obvious and the duel of sexes 
pervades their atmosphere. 
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The Lady as part of the Stranger's experiences 
loses her individuality. It is as if the character 
wanted B.I:t independence which she would never be able 
to get~because she belongs to another character, she 
is part of him: 

Lady:"I don't deny it, but my ego wasn't 
my own •••• 

Stranger: What I've experienced is my own 
and no others. What I've read becomes mine, 
because I've br.oken it in two like glass, melted 
it down and from this substance blown new glass 
in novel forms. 

Lady: But I can never be yours. 
S:t;ranger: I've become yours." 
(Part III-Act III-sc. 3, p. 253) 
It is through the Lady that the Stranger looks 

for his redemption. It is also the Lady who will be 
the source of his sins, sufferings and happiness 
because it was "a woman who brought sin into the 
world and another who brought expiation." (Part I
sc. viii- p. 77) In the first part of the play the 
Lady portrays the roles ·of wife-mistress-friend. It 
is she who helps the Stránger and gives him strength 
to go on living and beliéving again. 

Stranger: "I grow strong. I shall be strong 
now, and so I'll follow you." (I-i-p.40) 

But at the same time her love starts destroying him. 
In scene iii suspicion and discord come between them 
and grow to rea.ch a climax at the middle of Part I, 
where the Stranger le.aves the Lady and becomes 
insane. 

In the second part of the trilogy the Lady is 
portrayed as the devil-like woman, the sly female who 
has got hold of the Stranger's destiny. 

Lady: "I like torturing and hum.iliating him." 
She interferes with the Stranger's plans con

cerning his scientific investigations. The Lady has 
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become a devil because she embodies the Stranger's 
evil influence through his writings. By digesting 
his ideas she has become as evil as the Stranger. 

Tuiother: "·rhe f aul t' s his own. ( the Stranger' s) 
But he's changed my daughter: in other days she 
was neither hot nor cold; but now she's on the 
way to tecoming evil." (Part II-Act I-sc. i-p. 118) 

Stranger: "Ingeborg! I have made you evil, .••• 
(Part III-Act II-p. 219) 

The Stranger escapes from woman, from his own 
hatred; from his own ideas; from his own influence, 
from his ovm deeds which are personified by the Lady. 

It is in the third part of ·rhe Road to Damascus, 
that the Lady appears to be mainly as a symboi of 
the Stranger's ideal of a woman. The Lady becomes 
the tender, good hearted, understanding woman in her 
role of wife-mistress-mother. She becomes the mother 
who protects him, and laves him and caresses him. 
The mother the Btranger never had, and the one he 
yearns for: 

Lady: 11 I beg you, by the love that once 
united us, by the memory of the child that 
drew us together, by the strength of a mother's 
love - a mother's - for so have I loved you, 
erring child, whom I've sought in the dark places 
of the world and whom I've found hungry and wither
ed from want of love! ..•• 

Stranger: r1iother ! 
Lady: Yes, my child, your mother!" 
(Part III-Act III-sc. i - p. 242) 

This ideal picture of woman vanishes in the last 
scenes of the play. Here the Lady's role goes back 
again to be man's enemy. It is in this part of the 
play when the Stranger's memories pass by like in a 
kaleidoscope. The love-hatred bond occurs in these 
last scenes over and over again until the 3tranger 
seems to stop and think and arrive ata conclusion: 
We are doomed in the eternal cycle of life: 
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Stranger: "Then we must hate one another. 
Lady: And love one ~other, too. 
Stranger: And hate because we love. We 

hate each other ••• We hate our bond, we hate 
our love; we hate what is most loveable, what 
is the bitterest, the best this life can offer. 
We've come toan end."(Part III-Act III-sc.iii-
p. 255) 

In the past part of To Damascus the Stranger 
remembers andas he does so, his memories become 
visible on the stage. These memories are related to 
minor incidents in the Stranger's iife, but it is 
interesting to cite them because the characters a,re 
more dream-like, more pertaining to a world of memo
ries and hallucinations than the rest of the charac
ters who are seen in the previous scenes. 

Pantomime plays an important role in these 
memories for the characters do not speak like the 
Lady, the Beggar or the Tempter, etc. The characters 
appear on the stage speechless, as in a silent movie, 
like visions, like ghosts of the past. 

Stranger: And who are they? (Three children 
dressed in summer clothing, two girls anda boy, 
come on to the bridge from the right.) Ho my 
children! (the children stop to listen, and then 
look at the Stranger without seeming to recognize 
him. The Stranger calls.) Gerda! Erik! Thyra! 
It's your father! (The children appear to recog
n~ze him; they turn away to the left.) •.•. The 
children dance off to the left and disappear. 
The Stranger falls to the ground.) 
(Part II-Act IV-se. ii-p. 177) 

The Daughter who appears at the beginning of 
Part III belongs to the minor memories of the 
Stranger. She appears suddenly as the Stranger wishes 
to see her. It is like a magic lamp which makes 
wishes come true. The Confessor promises: "She'll 
come to you 11 while the Stranger wishes to see his 
daughter. In the stage directions: 
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(Hé, (the Confessor) beckons once more. A 
boat appears on the river, rowed by a yo-µng 
girl. She is wearing summer clothing, her head 
is bare and. her fair hair is hanging loose.) 11 

(Fart III-.Act I, p. 198) 
She qelongs to the Stranger's best and worst 

memories as a father. Unlike the other memories, the 
Daughter talks tq her father just to blame him for 
his behaviour toward his children. Here again we 
have the Stranger apparently talking to somebody who 
is a ghost. He is really talking to himself as he 
"sees" his past befare him. 

Further comments could be made in this chapter, 
·namely those in connection with the chorus, the music, 
the structure of the language, the pantomime. All of 
them appear in The Road to Damascus making it the 
most typical expressionist play of Strindberg's. I 
have taken into consideration mostly the subjectivity 
in relation to the radiation of the ego in the charac
ters, and the struggle of opposites for two reasons 
mainly: firstly because I consider them to be the 
most interesting aspects of the expressionist plays 
and secondly because in the comparison of Strindberg 
and O'Neill's plays in the following pages, stress 

will be made preferably on the discussion of their 
similarities with reference to these twi abbve-cited 

peculiarities. 
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CHAPTER JI 

Par.t rri 
The Comparison between The Road to Damascus 

and The Great God Brown. 

O'Neill like Strindberg, had in his mind the 
io,,ea of mu). tiplie~ s.el ves invol ved in a single indi
vidual. In several of his plays O'Neill experimented 

new methods of characterization which might fit his 
complex characters better. 

The most outstanding of O'Neill's methods .is the 
use of masks. The masks represent or embody the 
other self, or selves, of one character. When a 
cháracter has more than one self-image, and is not 

sure w.4~qh -~.s 1ih:~- true one, or when he lrn.ows at last 
that one self is an illusion, but sti~l cannot put 
it aside, he wears a real ora figurative mask. The 
idea of using masks for his characters became 
O'Neill's utmost preoccupati-on. He wrote: 

"One of my principal obsessions is the re
intr.oduction of masks as a medium in the theater. 
My idea.about masks is that they can be made 
acceptable to the modern audience - ·as- they were 
in ancient times - but in a new sense. People 
do recognize, f'.rom their lrn.owledge o·f the new 
psychology, that everyone wears a mask - I don't 
mean only one, but thousands of them."l 

O'Neill declared that he would have liked to 
have masks on the characters of the Emperor Jones, 
on all the char.acters of The Hairy Ape, (when they 
met Yank and he starts 'thinking') on the seven main 
characters of All God's Chillun Got Wings, on Marco 
Millions and on all ·the characters of Mourning 
Eecomes Elektra. 2 

l. :4rthur· and ·Barbara Gelb·;·:-O·'Neill, (New York: 
Harper and Eros., 1962), p. ?4ó. 

2. Alfredo Croissant, El Teatro Americano, p. ·55. 
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O'Neill employed the masks in the stage produc

tions of several of his plays. In The Hairy A~, for 

instance they were used although O'Neill does not 

mention them in its production in 1922. Also in the 

same year, O'Neill had called for a "pale mask with 

features 1.;ndistinguishable 11 to be worn by the figure 

of Death in The Fountain. 1 All God's Chillun Got Wings 

required a congo mask. In Marco hillions, (1925) the 

chorus was adorned with a mask, the men with amale 
mask of grief, the women with a female. The chorus 

of Lazarus Laughed and the main character were all 

wearing masks or half masks depicting different ages 

and different types of people. 

Several years later, in November 1932, O'Neill 
published an article called Memoranda on Ivlasks. There 

he expressed his main purpose in full. 

The main points of his essay can be thus sum

marized: 
l. The mask is the freest solution for the modern 

dramatist's problems. 

2. !t is a way to express the greatest possible 
dramatic clarity and economy of meaning. 

3. Its values are psychological, mystical and 
abstract. 

4. It is a-symbol of inner reality. 

5. It helps to project the unconscious. 

6. The mask is dramatic in itself. 

7. It belongs to the Imaginative Theater. 

8. The masks are nota skillful resurrection 
of archaic props. 

l. Edwin .A .. Engel-The Haunted Heroes of Eugene O'Neill 
(Cambridge, lviass.: Harvard University Press, 1953), 
p. 92. 
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9. It is more subtly suggestively dramatic 
than any actor's face. 

10. The masked mobs can play the role of a main 
character such as King, Hero, Villain, etc. 
,The use of masks for the characterization in 

the modern .the·ater is not O 'Neill' s accomplishment. 
There was a new trend which welcomed the old Greek 
masks to the Ame·rican stage in the f lrst two ·decades 
of our century. 

"In 1919 Gordon Craig published a volume of 
essays and notes, The Theater - Advanc~.ng, many 
of which appeareed befare 1910. Here he lamented 
the deterioration of Dancing, Pantomime, Marion
ettes, Masks, 'things so vital to the ancients' 
all essential parts of th~ir respected Art of 
the Theater at one tiille or another. 11 1 

In 1917 Ernest Fenollosa and Ezra Pound pub
lished Noh or Accom~lishme:nt,.A Study o~ the Classi
cal Stag_~_. o:f: J a,paJ;l.. The Japanése theater being one 
of the .few that has masked characters, and has kept 
the tradition for centuries. Yeats the Irish play
wright, anticipated by six years the use of masks in 
O'Neill's The Great God Brown. He said: 

"The face of the speaker should be as much 
of art as the lines that he speaks or the cos
tume that he wears, that all may be as artificial 
as possible •••• The masks apart from beauty may 
suggest new situations ata moment when the old 
ones seem exhausted; The Only Jealo~§X-~f Emer 
was written to find what dramR~ic effcct one 
could get out of a mask, changed while the 
player remains upan the stage to s~1ggest a 
change of Personali ty. " 3 · 

Like Yeats, O'Neill consid~red. the masks to be 
a way of showing their "soulS:". What :rn:atte'!'e·c1 to 

.. . , 

l. In· .. Edwin A. Engel; Op. cit. p. 89. 
2. Ibid, p. 90. 
3. !bid, p. 91. 
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both of them was what mattered to Strindberg, too. 
'J:heir plays would be highly subjecti ve. ·v·Jhat mattered 

to them was to project the inner world, the inner 

reality of the character into their plays, to project, 

according to the expressionist standards, the subject

ive by objective means. 

Although O'Neill did not introduce masks into 
the American stage, the plays in which they are used 
and the new way to use them especially in The Great 

God Brown are quite original. 
Strindberg's spiritual son, O'Neill, put his 

master's The Ghost Sonata1 on the stage in 1924 around 

the same time he was working on The Great God Brown. 
O'Neill called for masks as the better means for the 
characterization. (Some of The Ghost Sonata's charac

ters descend directly from the main characters of To 
Damascus. (Hummel and the Colonel have his counter

parts in the Stranger and the Doctor; the Mummy 
resembles the Lady). The Ghost Sonata of which the 

theme is to expose the evils and sufferings of cer

tain people who live closely connected one with the 
other, preved a good field for experiments to take 
place using the masks. Maybe the masks as portraying 
different personalities were worn by the actors in 

this play to differentiate the masked faces of the 
characters when they are in society and when they are 

by themselves. In the playbill delivered during the 
stage production of Btrindberg's play, Kenneth 
McGowan wrote an article on the history of masks 

since the Frimitive Man. The author emphasized the 

l. The Spook Sonata was the first joint production 
of the Provincetovm Flayers under the direGtion 
of iúcGowan, J ones and O' N eill himself. 
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fact that when wearing a mask, man· "experiences a 
kind of release from his inhibited and bashful cir
cumscribed soul. He can say and do strange and 
terrible things as he likes it. 111 This could be the 
reason why O'Neill: insisted on ·the masks for the 
Ghost Sonata. He wanted to make the characters' be
haviour more spontaneous and thus closer to their 
innermos·t reali ties. 

Three ye~s after O'Neill and his Company pro
duced The Ghost Sonata he attempted to write a play 
with the intention.of usihg the masks to help in the 
discovery of the chara_cters' personali ties. ~ 
Great· God Brown appeared in 1926. 2 

11 0'Neill' s p_lay is the first in which masks 
.. : ... hgve e.ver been used to dramatize changes and 

cori.fTicts: in character. 'He uses them as a 
means of .dr~ati.zing·-a tr.ausf er of personali ty 
from one man to another.'"' 

This is important foras it has been sai~ 
bef ore, the. expressionist t.heater deals wi th the 
radiation of the ego as the transferring of person
ality from one man into objects. 

In To Damascus and the Great God Brown the 
similarities are great especially concerning the 
expressionist characteristics. The plays are highly 
subjective, the characters and the ideas show an 
autobiographical tendency, the distortion of reality 
and the radiation of the ego play a definite role. 

l .. ~rovincetown ·p1aybill, op. cit. No page number. 
2. In 1924- O' N.eill wrote a drama tic arrangement of 

Coleridge's poem The Ancient Mariner. Here for 
the first time O'N~ill used masks. It has never 
beeµ; publ.ish.ed - quoted. by Barrett H. Clark in 
Eugene O'Neill,. The Man and His Flays, (New York: 
Dover PÜblica:tions·, 194-7) p. 103. 

3. Kenneth McGowan in !bid. p. 103. 
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There is symbolism concerning the characters as well 
as allegorical significance. They move in a struggle 

of opposites and their dialogue becomes sometimes an 
actual monologue. 

The comparison of the plays can be started with 
the names of the male characters: The Stranger, Dion 
Anthony. The expressionist theater tends to repre
sent things and people as they are within our minds. 
Its fundamental feature is to portray things and 
characters that mean rather than are. This is re
flected in the names of the characters in both plays. 
The character's names reveal their role, their soul 
complex or their destiny. It might be said that they 
are embodiments of the ideas an author desires to 
expose in relation to a father, a beggar, a lady, 
etc. In the case of To Damascus and The Great God 

Brown the authors like most expressionist authors 
are interested in Man more as the essential creature 
than asan individual. 

The Stranger is Tu1an battling against the "Powers"; 
wondering about Man's fate; and striving to understand 
himself for The Stranger is a stranger to himself. 
He is Strindberg's concept of Man fighting against 
his destiny; man in search of the eternal wonder of 
life; man in search of himself. While Dion Anthony 
is man struggling between human will and fate, be
tween passion and misunderstanding, between the good 
and the evil forces of the inner self. It is Man 
conceived as a young Fan, 1 the pagan God of fertility, 

l. The .terror that men feel in lonely places was 
believed to be caused by Pan. Thence his name 
became panic. Dion is depicted as the image of 
a young Pan. (Encyclopaedia Britannica, Vol. 12, 
p. 36. 
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the worshipped creature who reigns over Nature; as 
Dionysus, the pagan god of fertility mixed up with 
a sainti with·Anthony;- the hermit, the Christian 

.martyr, the: flesh-denying conscience. 
It could be said that from Hamlet to the 

Stranger and to Dion Anthony the onthological problem 
is the same ;- "to b'e or not to be". 

Th.e same onthological problems are present in 
the e:,rpressioµist ¡>lays where the protagonists ques
tion about the dilem.m.a of life and the wonder of 
death. 

If one goes further into the plays themselves, 
and starts the comparison one is able to start select
ing their many likenesses. Both Dion Anthony and the 
Stranger are frustrated artists. Dion Anthony has 
fai'led to become a painter while the Stranger has 
also failed to become an a~cepted Vl!I'iter. Both char
acters B.!'e extremely sensitive. Dion Anthony will 
become a neurotic anda drunkard at the contact with 
the hostile materialistic world. The Stranger will 
aiso become a neurotic, a drunkard, at feeling that 
the hand of the Powers is frustrating him. Dion 
Anthony is depicted as a frustrated business man 
while the Stranger is depicted as a frustrated artist. 
Their frustrations, their neuroses, their failure t.o 
aq.ju_st themselves to the society they live in, and 
their search. for God, constitute part of their prob-

l. Eugene O'Neill said about this: "I had hoped 
the names chosen for my people would give a 
strong hint of this. Dion Anthony - Dionysus 
and St. _Anthony ~ the creative pagan acceptance 
of lif e, fighting eternal war wi th the maso- ,e-~ 

(''-,"' l4 '•" chistic, life-denying spiri t of Christiani ty .. r;/ '\j\ 
as represented by St. Anthony - •••• " in ... 
Barret H. Clark, op. cit., p. 104- -. · 
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lems and sufferings. These problems start in both 
plays in the Stranger's as well as Dion Anthony's 

childhood. Both characters' problems appear long 
before the curtain opens: 

Dion Anthony 
11 I had loved and trusted 
him and suddenly the 
good God was disapproved 
in his person and the 
evil and injustice of men 
was born •.• So I became 
silent for life and de
signed a mask of the Bad 
boy Pan in which to live 
and rebel against the 
other boy's god and pro-
tect myself from his 
cruelty. 11 

(Act II-sc. 3-p. 295) 

The Stranger 
"Say that he became a 
werewolf because, as a 
child, he lost his belief 
in the justice of heaven, 
owing to the fact that, 
though innocent, he was 
punished for the misdeeds 
of another. 11 

(Fart I-sc. 8, p. 76) 

Both characters grow desperate, anguished, 
anxious. Their sufferings spring from the fact that 
they feel lonely, Both wonder: who am I? Both are 
frightened of life for they have lost their faith in 
their Creator; they are weak, disappointed at not 
finding Him, at being deserted by Him. They feel 
lost in life. They are afraid. 

Dion Anthony 
Cybel: 11 You're not weak. 
You were born with 
ghosts in your eyes and 
you were brave enough to 
go looking into your own 
dark - and you got 
afraid." 
(Act II-sc. 1- p. 337) 

The Stranger 
11 For forty years I've been 
waiting for something: I 
believe they call it happi
ness; or the end of happi
ness .••• But don't go, I 
beg you. I feel afraid ••• 11 

(Part I-sc. 1- p. 25) 

The great sensibility of both characters make 
them wear shields to protect themselves. The Stranger 
wants to take· mud-baths that would harden his skin 
against "the pricks of life 11 • Dion wears a mask 
like the mud-baths for he wonders: 11 Why was I born 
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without a skin, O God, that I must wear armor in 
order to touch orbe touched?" (Prologue p.-315) 

Both believe themselves to be toys in God's 
hands. They b .. o~.h ask themsel ves the same questions: 

Dion Anthony The Stranger_. 
"Why am I afraid to 
dance, I who love music 
and rhythm and grace and 
song and laughter? ·Why 
am I afraid to live, I 
who love life, and the 
beauty of flesh and liv
ing colors of earth and 
sky and sea? Why am I 
afraid of lave, I who 
love love? ••• Or rather, 
Old Graybeard, why the 
devil was I ever born at 
all?"(Prologue - p.315) 

11 Why? \lhy is one born il+to 
this world an ignoramus, 
knowing nothing of the laws, 
customs and usage one in
advertently breaks? And 
for which one's punished. 
Why· does one grow into a 
youth futl of high ambition 
only to be driv~n into vile 
actions 'one abhors? 
Why, why?" . 
(Part I-sc. 7- p. 75) 

The two characters have essentially the same 
problems which will make them split into struggling 
selves. The disintegration of the individuals be
comes necessary. Strindberg's new method of having 
severa! characters portray the roles of the various 
selves of a conflicting individual was followed by 
O'Neill in The Great God. Brown. The split personali
ties will be pórtrayed by means of masks in The 
Great God Brown. 

If one goes back to the St:ranger in The Road 
to Damascus i't could be remembered that his struggling 
sel ves be e ame UI_li ted into the redee,med, purified 
Stranger at the end of the play. The Stranger finds 
peace within himself by learning to believe and to 
be resignad to accepting life as it is. Dion 
Anthony's personality at first splits into two 
representad by the mask and his own face. Both 
personalities grow different one from the other. 
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The mask becomes a combination of Fan and Iüephis
topheles. The evil side destroys the creative one. 
On one hand, the real face looks more and more saint
like and more tortured on the other. There are 
actually four personalities: the real two-sided face, 

the- saint~-martyr combination; and the tvva-·sided mask, 
!Víephistopheles - Pan one. 

Here is how they develop in the Prologue up to 
the middle of Act II. 

In the prologue Dion's face "is. masked. The 
mask is a fixed forcing of his own face - dark, 
spiritual, poetic, passionately supersensitive, 
helplessly unprotected in its childlike religious 
faith in life - into the expression of a mocking, 
reckless, defiant, gaily scoffing and sensual 
young Pan." (Prologue, p. 310) 

lt has to be noticed that there is an effort on 
Dion's part to get rid of his mask and finish the 
struggle. Over and over again this happens in the 
play. Dion thinks he can live without his armor, 
his mask. He thinks he has found his way through 
woman's love. He thinks he is loved, he is under
stood; he thinks he believes, but he is disappointed 
when he learns that everything is just a dream. ·dith 
further disappointments his personalities grow more 
and more different. In Act I 

"His real face has aged greatly, grown more 
strained and tortured, but at the same time, 
in some queer way, more selfless and ascetic, 
more fixed in its resolute withdrawal from 
life. The mask, too, has changed. It is 
oldér, more defiant and mocking, its sneer 
more forced and bitter, its Pan quality becom
ing Mephistophelean. 11 (Act I-sc. 1-p. 320) 

By Act II, Dion's real face has developed to 
its highest point. The qualities of a martyr and 
those of a saint take full shape: 
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"His face is that of an ascetic, a martyrdom, 
fur.row.ed by pain. and. self.:..torture - yet lighted 
from withtn py a spiritual .~alm and human kind-
line s s • 11 • 1 • · 

As to the mask, it has als:o reached a climatic devel
opment, its dévelopment ·belng thé o·p"t>os:Lte counter
part of the real face·:=-

"the mask is now ter±-fbly ravaged. All of its· 
Pan quality has changed int<;> a diabolical Mephis
tophelean cruelty and irony. 11 (A9~ II-sc. 1-
pp. 336-37) ~ 

In the middle of the play the four personalities. ha.ve 
fused into two strong ones: L1e real face, the 
saintlike personality, having become so· bY suffering; 
the Pan one ·being destroyed completely by hatred. 
"The real face" is gentler, more spiritual, more 
saintlike· than ever· before" (Act II-sc. 2-p. 241) 

while the mask' having been· stricken by another dis·
appointment 

"is in a wild state. (It) ••• has a terrible 
dea.thlike intensity, its mocking irony becomes 

.. so cruelly malignant as to. gi ve him the appear
a:nce of a real demon, torturec into torturing 
others." (Act II-sc. 3-p •. 345) 

Besides these four selves which fuse into two 
at the middle of the play, there might be considered 
another one which is embodied by a character and not 
by a mask. He takes the name Billy Brown. He embo
uies the image of Dion· Anthony, the Dion Anthony 
everybody·would have liked him to be. Brown is the 
Di.on accepted by society, the successful businessman, 
the· symbol of materialism. Billy Brown is Dion's 
oppos'ite counterpart. He is what Dion lacks and 
yearns for·.. Dion, on the other hand is what Brown 

··1acks and yearns for. It is as if both characters
made. the perfect individual. Both need each other.· 
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Brown needs Dion's creative power, his sensibility, 

his love, in order to reassure himself he is alive. 
Dion needs welfare to be accepted in society, to be 

loved and understood by those who surround him. The 
dualism composed by Dion Anthony-Billy Brown could 
be clarified by one of the characters, by Margaret. 

Margaret has a tendency to stick to her ideal of a 
man. She is never able to love real men, but her own 
ideal of a man. lvíargaret loves the crea ti ve quali ties 
of Dion and the material success of Billy Brovm. She 
is in love with her own ideal: Dion the artist, the 
lover, but she abhors Dion as the unloving father and 
selfish drunkard. In Billy Brown she admires and 
laves the healthy good-J.ooking businessman, the good 
friend, the bread-winner, but abhors the prosaic soul 
of the materialistic semi-god. 

The struggle between Dion Anthony and Billy 
Brown goes on throughout the whole play. In this 
struggle envy takes a first place. There is a strong 

feeling of trying to steal one another from his per
sonality, as both selves of a single individual needed 
each othér in order to survive. 

One self cannot live without the other. It is 
as if both characters tried to become united into one 
individual, but at the same time both tried to retain 

their entity. Both are eager to possess the other's 
personality. Brown craves to possess Dion's power 
to love. He thinks to attain it by stealing Dion's 
mask. He needs Dion's mask to become him. Going 
over to The Road to Damascus, one could find the 
same eagerness in one character to possess the others' 
personality. In this play the struggle takes place 
between the Stranger and the Doctor. In both plays, 
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the act of stealing the personality, of becoming the 
other, is a means of revenge: 

The Great God Brown To Damascus 
Billy Brown: "Now I 'm Doctor: "Our house, ~ 
drinking your strength, roses, .21!!: clothes, the 
Dion - strength to love bed-clothes not forgotten, 
in this world and die and now our child. I 'm. 
and sleep, and become within your doors, I sit 
fertile earth, as you at your table, I lie in 
are becoming now in my your bed; I exist in your 
garden - your weakness blood, in your lungs, in 
the strength of my flow- your brain; I am everywhere 
ers, your failure asan and yet you can't get ho~d 
artist painting their of me ••• When you sit at 
petals with life~ Come your work, I shall come 
in with me while Marga~ with a poppy, invisible to 
ret '·s bridegroom dresses you, that w:ill put your 
_in your clothes, ••• your thoughts to sleep, and 
clothes begin to fit me confuse your mind, so that 
better than my own~' you'll see visiona you 
Hurry, Brother! It's can't distinguish from 
time we were home. Our reality ••• My soul shall 
wife is ·waiting. Come spin itself about you like 
with me and tell her a spider's web; and I 
again I love her! Come shall guide you like an ox 
and hear her telling me by means of the woman you 
how she loves you! I love atole from me. Your child 
you becaU:se she laves you~shall be mine and I shall 
My kisses on your lips speak through his mouth; 
are for her. Then you - you shall see my look in 
the I in you - I will its eyes, so that you'll 
live with Margaret thrust it from you like 
happily ever, after. She a f oe. " 
will have chiidren by (Act I-Part II-pp. 131-· 
me! ••• Your children al- 132) 
ready love me more than 
they ever loved you ~ II 

(Act III-sc.2-pp.307-308) 
I_:g. ___ ~ct II th~ selves. are several:. Dion's real 

·•···· .. _. . ... 
face, Dion's mask, and Brown. The Saint, the demon 
and materialism. At this same act, Dioµ díes, that 
is, his saintlike-martyr personality dies. The demon 
self lives in a new body. Dion, the Pan-Mephisto;.." 
pheles, the destructive power lives. in Billy Brown. 
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Dion wills his mask to Brovm "for him to become me". 

From that point .. .Qn, the Billy Brown-Dion Anthony 

combined personality inherits the strU:ggle of selves. 

The personalities will again start growing different. 

There will be four different selves: Brown's real 

face, Brov:n' s own mask, nrovm' s real face being 

ravaged and haggard, tortured and distorted by the 

influence of Dion' s l-.1ephistophelean mask, and Dion' s 

Mephistophelean mask. His real face grows similar to 
Dion's face. Billy Brown becomes evil. In his 
attempt to steal Dion's positive personality, the 

creative one, Brown was destroyed by the foephisto
phelean part of the Fan-Ivtephistopheles mask.. At the 

end of the play four selves remain: the face distor
ted by Dion's demon (by Dion's Mephistophelean mask); 

Billy Brown's own mask as the business-man; Billy 
Brown' s real face which nobody knovrn; and Dion' s 
mask. In a process of hatred and revenge, of a 

struggle within Dion Anthony-Billy Brown the strugg

ling personalities destroy each other, murder each 

other. The ideal individual, the Great God Brown 
cannot coexist with the Great God Fan in one indivi
dual. If the end of both plays are compared, a 
similarity can be noticed. Strindberg's "battle of 
souls" within the Stranger take him to his destruc
tion., He has to die in order to regain his unity. 
The same ·h~ppens with O'Neill's character. The in
fluence of Strindberg's To Damascus upon The Great 
God Brown cannot be denied as far as the analysis 
of the protagonists is concerned. O'Neill also 
applied these expressionist devices to the feminine 

characters. The analysis of them will be made 
starting with their names. As it has already been 
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stated, the names of the characters in the expression
ist plays are symbol:tc or allegorical. This is true 
in To Damascus where the Lady leads the feminine 
roles and in the Great God Brown where two ~haracters, 
Margaret and Cybel become the Lady's counterparts. 
The authors wante~ to go beyond the individual to . .. . ...... .... . 

show us Womanhood. The Lady is called '\foman~1 and ~s 
the Stranger puts i t in .his· own words: "I 'd like to 
christen you myself - let me see, what you ought to. 
be called? I've go~ i:t• Eve.!" (Part I-sc. 1-p. 28) 
That is, the .na.n;ie has a specific significance within 
the drama. The feminine chara~ter will be the Lady, 
Woman, giving her the .allegorical condition of 
womanhood and at the same time, woman as conceived 
·by the Qhristi~s ! Eve, womari. .who brought· sin into 
··the world. 

ó'Neiil, as. well as Strindberg gives the feminine 
characters a similar treatment. ~argaret in The·Great 
God Brown id depicted as having "the abstr9.:ct quality 
of a Girl instead of the individual M1:;1.rgaret. 11 

·{Prologue, p. 264) Not only that, but he had a spe
cia1 ·intention in mind when he called his character 
Margaret. O' Neill had the int.ention of maki:n~ 
Margaret the modern direct descendant of the ~argu~
rite of Faus.t - "the; :.~~€rnal girl-woman oblivi.ous and 

····4,04~-·---· 
blind to everything but her, :@d of main~aining the 
human race. 111 . · ··· 

Cy~~-~, together wi th IVlargaret completes the 
symhol oí Womanhood.in.The Great God Browri.. The ha.me, 

. . 
symbolizes •ithe incarnation of .Cybele, the Earth 

l. Barret H. Clark, op. cit. p. 104. 
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Mother doomed to segregation as a pariah in a world 

of unnatural laws, but patronized by her segregators, 

who are thus themselves the first victims of their 

laws .. 111 

Both iVlargaret and Cybel taken as a duality can 

be compared to the Lady in the same way that the 

Str8:Ilger was comparad to Dion Anthony. The Lady as 

the symbol of womanhood performs the roles that 

Margaret and Cybel play in !he Gfeat_Q:od Browg, al
~hough it is to be noted that the role of a woman as 

an eternal enemy of man is stronger in the Lady than 
in the Margaret-Cybel combination. 

Ivlargaret as well as the Lady are girls, childish 
women who look for protection and .love. Here their 
similarities as such: 

Margaret Lady 

"(She whispers like a girl)"(The Lady weeps into her 
Dion! Margaret! Peggy! handkerchief. The Stranger 
Peggy is Dion's girl - takes it from her and 
Peggy is Dion's little dries her eyes) Dry your 
girl - Dion is my Daddy - eyes, child, and be 
O •• )11(Prologue, p. 314) yourself. ) " 

(Part III-hct I-p. 206) 

Margaret, like the Lady also plays the role of 
a wife. Their similarity springs from the fact that 
both characters are highly possessive. Their posses
siveness makes the wife develop into the friend, the 
lover and the mother. The Lady and tviargaret be come 

the owners of their husbands personalities. They 
consider their husbands as their life-long possessions. 
They both consider their husbands as their children, 
their friends, and their lovers. 

l. Eugene O'Neill, a "letter to the New York Evening 
Post", (liew York, Feb. 13, 1926) quoted by 
Barret H. Clark, op. cit., pp. 104-105. 



Margaret 
"But now you're here. 
You're minet Ally 
lover~ My husbandt 
My boyt 11 

(Act III-sc. 3-p. 361) 
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Lady 
"I have mine here: 
my friend, my husband, 
~ child~-n 
(Part I, se. 3, p. 241) 

Cybel, the other important feminine figure in 
The Great God Brown takes after the Lady especially 
as a mother andas a lover. 1 

Both the Lady and Cybel are symbols of Mother 
Earth in whose warm lap and womb Man can seek for 
peace and happiness. It is in i\fother Earth into 
which Man dies and is broug~t to a new life again. 
Strindberg said: "I am a wo~an hat-er, just· as I 
hate the earth which binds my spirit· because I .love 
i t ••• 112 11 Wq·man ;i.s the earth spiri t who effect·uatef;J a 
certain harmony·with- the earth-life. To this ~art~ 
life we must bri?ig our .sacrifices."3 

l. When O'Neill was asked about the psychologist's 
influence on him he stated that Jung was the 
one who -had impressed him greatly: "Of all the 
books written by Freud, Jung, etc., I have read 
only four, and Jung is the only one of the lot 
that interests me." quoted by Barret H. Clark, 
op. cit •. ,. p. 136. Jung' s and some of O 'Neill' s 
typical feminine feminine characters ~oincide. 
Jung's typical female is phys1cally creativa, 
realistic, unselfish and passive - ·the mother 
lover. She is the Earth mothe:['. repres.enting 
cycles in Nature (Cybel, M~s. Fife, Abbie, 
Margaret, Beatriz, Kukachin) ·quoted. from Doris V. 
Falk: O'Neill y la Tensión Trdgiéa (A~gentina: 
Editorial Sur,. 1959), p. 63. · 

2. Sprigge, op. ci t • , p. .165. 
3. August Strindberg, Zones of the Spiri t', 

(New York, J.,913) p. 171, quoted :by· Hartman, 
op. cit., p. 167, 
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Cybel, resembling the Lady plays two roles. She 

is the pure mother image and the mother-mistress. 

In The Great God Brown, Dion yearns for the love 

of a mother he has never had either in his own mother1 

or in his wife. Dion .hllthony's mother was like the 

Btranger's own mother. 

They have never been able to give love to their 

children. They have never been mothers to them. 

Dion's mother is depicted as childlike, immature, 
possessive and egotistical while the Stranger's mother 
is described as cruel and unloving. 

Dion Stranger 
"And my mother? I remember 

a sweet strange girl, •.•• 
she played mother and 
child with me for many 

11 years .••• 
(Act I-sc. 3-p. 333) 

"Your voice reminds me of 
a mother, for my mother 
never caressed me, though 
I can remember her striking 
me. You see, I was 
brought up in hate." 
(Part I-sc. 1-p. 28 ) 

The search for an ideal mother seems to become 
one of the most important features in both plays. 
From the beginning to almost the end of both plays 

the characters long for the beloved mother image. 
Both characters believe they can find it in their 

wives thus making marriage an incestuous link. The 
Oedipus complex is clear. ·rhe love triangle is made 

by the són who loves his mother and hate·s .his father. 

In The Father2 a play by Strindberg one of the charac

ters speaks like this referririg to the love between 

mother and son: Laura speaks to her husband: 

l. In To Damascus it is a fact that the Lady is the 
Stranger's mistress and has been several men's 
lover, too. 

2. This play was written befare The Road to Damascus 
in 188·7, and c.01,1ld be ·considered as one of the 
best plays of 8-t"rindberg. The Oedipus complex 
is very clear throughout the play as it is in 
O' Neill' s ivlourning Becomes Elektra. 
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"I loved you as if you were my little son. 
But ••• the joy I felt in your embrace$ was 
followed by such a sense Of guilt my ~ery 
blóod seemed tainted. The mother beca.me the 
mi stress - horrible-~" 1 

The Stranger and Dion's fathers are alike, 
Both have never loved their children, neither cared 
for them. 

Both Dion and The Stranger hate them as sons
rivals. 

Dion's father Stranger'~ father 
"When he lay dead, his face"I never went to my father's 

looked so familiar that funeral, because he 
I wondered where I had turned me out of the 
met that man before. house when my sister 
Only at the second of my married. I was born .out 
conception. After that of wedlock when my faínily 
we grew hostile wi th were in bankrti:p·tGy •• ·•···• I 
concealed. shame •• , our hated my pare:r;r~s an,d 
ogre ,. her husband ••• " they hated me. i• 
(Act I::SC. 3-p. 333) (Part t-sc. 1-pp. 28-29) 

The hatred for their fathers does not have a 
deadline. It goes beyond to- the Father God image, 
For both characters Go·a the father is unfriendly, 
cruel, domineering, like their own fathers. Both 
Dion and the Stranger will look for redemption 
through a woman, a Mother God image good and loving 
like their ideal mothers. 

Both The Stranger and Dion get married justas 
a means to find the ideal of theirs in the oedipal 
relationship. They are the children who want to be 
loved and understood. The lonely children and th.e. 
lonely lovers. 

l. August Strindberg, "The Father" iri Strindberg 
Seven Plays, (New York: Bantam. Books, 1960) ·· 
p. 39, 40. 
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Dion 

~ .• back into life, with 
naked nerves jumping 
like fleas, and in due 
course of nature another 
girl called me her boy 
in the moon and married 
me and became three 
mothers in one person~ 
(Act I-sc. 3-p. 334) 

Stranger 
11 When I was helpless and 
thought the end was near, 
a desire grew in me to 
fall asleep on a mother's 
YJlee, on a tremendous 
breast where I could bury 
my tired head and drink in 
the tenderness I'd been 
deprived of ... call me your 
child, and then I'll love 

" you .... 
(Part III-Act II-p. 220) 

In O'Neill's play the search for the mother in 
i\iiargaret, the wif e, f ails completely. It is Cybel 
the one who will be the mother, the one who gives 

strength to human weakness. 
In The Road to Damascus the Lady like Cybel in 

The Great God Brown is mother~earth that protects her 

children unselfishly; Cybel is the mistress, the 
fecund earth that gives herself thoroughly to her 
lovers: i t is Iv10ther Earth to vrhose 1vomb iVlan returns 

to find peace and warmth. 
Cybel 

11(Cybel takes off her 
mask and sits down by 
Brown's head. He makes 
an effort to raise him
self toward her and she 
helps him throwing her 
kimono on his bare body, 
drawing his head on her 
shoulder) 
Brown ...• The Earth is 
warm. 
Cybel: Ssshh~ Go to 
sleep, Billy. 
Brown: Yes Liother ...• 
Cybel: I know you're 
tired .... 
Brown ..• Thank you, 
Mother ...• what is the 
prayer you taught me? 

Lady." ..• You shouldn' t 
love me but your Creator 
Stranger: He is unfriendly 
like my father. 
Lady .... Come back to me, 
prodigal one; and bury 
your tired head on my 
heart, where you rested 
befare ever you saw 
the light of the Sun. 
(a wom.an comes over to 
her during this speech; 
her clothing falls from 
her and she is seen to 
have changed into a white 
robed woman with .... full 
maternal bosom) 
8tranger: Mother~ 
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Cybel 
Cybel: Our Father Who 
Art! 
Brown: I have found 
Him •••• The laughter of 
Heaven sows earth with a 
rain of tears, and out 
of Earth's transfigured 
birth-pain the laughter 
of Man returns to bless ••• 
upon the knees of God. 
(He dies) " 
(Act IV. se. 2, p. 274) 

Lady· 
Lady: Yes, my child, 
your mothert" 
Part III-Act p. 242) 

In the first two parts of The Road to Damascus, 
the Lady is the real woman as conceived by the 
Stranger. She is the Stranger's idea of what women 
are, namely, a combination of wife, lover, en~~y
child. 

In the last part of the trilogy she emb.odies the 
Stranger's wish of how women should be, namely a com
bination of wife-child-mother-mistress. It could be 
said that Margaret is the Lady's descendant as the 
embodiment of Dion' s idea of women as they really are·. 
The ideal of a woman found in the past part of To 
Damascus is found in Cybel, Dion's ideal. It should 
not be forgotten that the Lady for the most part of 
the play has no life of he·r own. She is a projec.tion 
of the Stranger' s .. ego. As f or Margaret an:d Cybel, 
they also are projections o.f Dion's own personality 
and embodiments of his ideas, but on the other hand, 
Margaret and Cybel. besides being symbols are indivi
duals, detached from Dion. As individuals both 
feminine characters are seen from within. It was 
O'Neill's intention to show their soul complex. In 
order to achieve it O'Neill uses the masks as he did 
with the men characters. Both Margaret and Cybel 
have two contrasting personalities. Margaret's 

1 
·.\ 
\<, 

'< 
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mask is the face she shows before the world to hide 

her sufferings and her disillusion. She is the 

Margaret everybody knows, the faargaret who leves and 

is loved by her children and husband, the happy 
Margaret, the courageous Margaret. On the other 

hand the real face portraits her real personality. 

iihen ~Jiargaret is unmasked she is the woman who day

dreams of being happy, of being loved. .She is the 

i\érgaret, the adolescent who does not want to accept 
people as they are, life as it is; she is the woman 

who is afraid of giving herself to others; the woman 
who is unable to face facts. She is the egotistic, 
possessive individual. Both opposing personalities 

in Margaret reconcile in the third act when she be
comes united again. From then on, it is as_ if 

Margaret's introspection has reached its end. In 
The Road to Damascus the Stranger fails to reconcile 

his views about women because he has never been able 
to understand women. The love-hatred bond between 

he and·the Lady has been created by lack of under
standing. It will be at the end of the trilogy when 

the btranger realizes he is doomed to suffer from this 

opposing feeling and accepts it with resignation. It 
is then that the Stranger's personality regains its 
unity. In The Great God Brown Margaret's mask was 
created in order to show the relationship between 
man and woman: lack of understanding. 

Thé Great God Brown The Road to Damascus 

Dión: "'rhis domestic 
diplomacy~ We communicate 
in code when neither has 
the other's key ... "(Act I, 
se. 1, p. 322) 
Dion: I love Margaret. I 
don't know who my wife is" 
(Act I-sc. 1-p. 337) 

Stranger: 11 Ingeborg ~ 
Lady: It's the first time 
you've called me by that 
name. 
Stranger: The first? I've 
never met Ingeborg; 
I I k " ve never nown· you, ••• 
(Part III-Act III-sc.3-
P• 250) 
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In The Great God Brown Margaret also regains 
her unity but not by accepting the fact that her 
problem is based on misunderstanding like the Stranger 
does. Margar~t wi~l find her ideal in the Dion-An
thony-Billy Brown combination. As soon as she 
possesses t;he artist-lover-child personality she loves 
in Dion and the good businéssman-friend-husband-father 
who understands hér in Billy Brown, her mask becomes 
useless. From that point on her personalities being 
united, she gives herself to enjoy her dream. She 
is happy and contented with life. 

"I'd gotten pretty resigned, too - and sad 
and hopeless, too - and then all at once you 
turn right around and everytning is the same as 
when we first married - much better even, for 
I was néver sure of you then. You were always 
so strange and aloof and alone, it seemed I was 
never really touching.you. But now I feel 
you've become quite human - ••• I'm so happy, 
dear~" (.Act II-$c. 3, p. 361) 

Cybel, the other feminine character who completes 
the symbol of wom~ood in the play has also a divided 
personality. Her two personalities although differ
ent, do not cre~te a. c.onflict ip. Cybel as an indi vi
dual. The mask she wears .is only a means to set the 
differences between her personality as a prostitute 
and her personality .as the ideal mother. It is inter
esting to notice that while the conflicting selves of 
Dion and Margaret make their personalíties split, 
Cybel' s personalities ·<r6 .not pr6voke any conflict 
whatsoever. On the contrary, she is a peaceful, con
templative chnracter; ·her··two selves are like two 
welÍ-ad.jt1sted piec~.~ of the ".unm6ved id.el of Mother 
Earth" as she is called. Her real face is that of a 

"strong sensua! blonde of twenty ••• her figure full 
breasted and wide hipped, her.ip.ovements slow and 
languorous like an animal's, her;l.arge eyes dreamy 
with the reflected stirring of. pro¡'ound instincts" 
(Act I-sc. 3-p. 320) 11 · · 
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The masked face of Cybel reveals the rouged and 

eye-blackened countenance of the hardened prostitute. 
The ideal mother, the pure, virgin-like individual, 
tender and unselfish coexists with the polluted one, 
the woman who gives herself to all men regardless of 
what they are. Cybel's personality .as a prostitute 

tends to blend with the unmasked personality so that 

both grow to become at the end of the play, the idol 
of Earth. As l\J.other Earth she resembles the Conf es sor 
and the Lady who also becomes highly symbolic at the 
end of To Damascus¿ To a certain extent ·one could 
say that these characters are the revival of the 
Greek chorus. Being involved in the action, they 
became spectators of it. Cybel, the Lady and the 
Confessor pity man's destiny in the same way that the 
chorus of Old Men pities Eodipus' destiny. 

O'Neill's f&minine characters followed a close 
relationship with Strindberg's. ~oth playwrights 
seemed to have undergone the same happiness and the 
same love-hatred ambivalent feelings toward women. 2 

The same relationship is followed by the men charac
ters in To Damascus and The Great God Brovm. As it 
stated in the first chapter, the expressionist art 

l. The Daughter· of Indra in The Dream Ptay and 
Elleonora in Easter resemble ó'Neill s character, 
too. --

2. Ágnes Boulton, O'Neill's wife wrote about him: 
"Gene was impressed by .8trindberg's anguished 
personal life as it was shown in his novels .•.• 
particularly of his tortured relationships with 
the women who always seemed to be taking advan
tage of him ••• These novels Gene kept by him 
for many years •••. " quoted by Ivlurray Hartman, 
"Desire Under the Elms in the light of Btrind
berg's Influence", in Ámerican Literature, 
(Duke University rress, 1961, Vol. 33-No.3) 
p. 361. 
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is charact:erized ·by the autobiographical tendency in 
it.. Besides the extraordina.ry similarity of O 'Neill 
an.d. Strindberg' s 1ove lives, their ideas about wo~_en 
seem to derive from the same sources. Strindberg 
read Nietzsche and so did O'Neill. O'Nei11 had grown 
a special taste for reading Nietzsche before he had 
written any play. Thus Spake Za.rathustra became 
O'Neill's bible. He wrote to a friend: "ZarathU:stra 
•••• has influenced me more than any book I've ever 
read. 111 O'Neill made ita habit to copy passages 
from Nietzsche and repeat them by heart. O'Neill 
might have taken the German philosopher's ideas about 
women. ·Nietzsche considered misogyny as a basis in 

pre-Christian cU:1 ture associating i t vaguely wi th t,he 
a.ristocratic .principles 'of the superman: 11 Procreation 
depends .on the dualityof the sexes, involving per
petual strife with only interveiling reconciliations. 112 

The perpetual struggle between man and woman as 
portrayed in Eugene O'Neill and Strindberg'plays 
constitute in pa.rt the struggle of opposites which 
characterize the Expressionist theater. 

Concerning this expressionist characteristic 
there could be added sorne other similarities. Díon 
Anthony and The Stranger always ~ove in a strúggle of 
opposites. It seems that neither one can stand aside 
from contradictory f eelings ... or -iclé-E;S·. Both characters 
find themselves involved in an eternal hesitation be
tween opposites: feeling and th-inking, loving and· 

hating, cursing and praying. 

l. (In a letter to Benjamín de cásseres, a critic 
anda poet) quoted by Arthur and Barbara Gelb, 
op. cit., p. 121. 

2. The Philosophy of Nietzsche; Modern Library 
Edition. New York: 1937 p. 951; quoted by Hart
mann, op. cit., p. 129. 
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Both of them look for redemption and forgiveness. 

On one hand they seek their salvation through prayer, 

on the other hand, they both are evil sinners. Both 

desire to believe in something, but at the same time 

they both are unbelievers. The Stranger's struggle 

in concrete terms appears on the stage like this: 

The Stranger and the opposite sex; lave and hate: 

The Stranger and religion; the heathen and the re

deemer: The Stranger and life; resignation and 

rebellion. 
Dion Anthony also moves in a struggle of opposites 

very similar to the Stranger's. Dion Anthony and 

women; lave and fear: Dion Anthony and religion; 
the pagan and the christian: Dion Anthony and Society; 
the rebellious and the conformist: Dion Anthony and 
life; the lover and the hater. 

The struggle of opposites, the expressionist 
characteristic found in both plays is linked to the 

idea of the eternal recurrence of life. The influence 

of Nietzsche in both playwrights is obvious. 1 Strind

berg and O'Neill make their characters be born, live, 
suffer and die, moving always in a struggle of oppo
sites inevitably as parts of the everlasting fountain 

of eternity. Both characters look for eternal peace 

/ ~ ~ 

1. 11 Tú naceras de nuevo, eternam·~mte a través de 
este devenir ••• TÚ renaceras con tus humillaciones 
y tus angustias .••. Eternamente, tú ganarás a 
fuerza de dolor el instante eterno •..• Un ser 
muere y renace eternamente: Dionysos ... ~odemos 
vol vernos Dionysus: el resucita en nosotros •. 
Henry Lef ebv~, Nietzsche, (léxico: Fondo de 
Cultura Económica, 1940) pp.70-71. quoted by 
Yolanda Barragán in Cómmon Trai ts in Some ··of 
the Characters of Eu ene O' 1~eilr, (Iviexico: 
University of Mexico, 1963 , Chapter II, p.3. 
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they cannot find within the~seiv~s. T~e Stranger 
goes through the road to Damascus up to the monastery 
where he intends to find the peace he has lost. Dion 
Anthony looks for this..:paradisiacal peace in the wo:i:nb 
of Mother Earth. Both die in arder to be born again. 

What is interesting from the point of view of 
Expressionism is the way both authors structured th~ 
plays in order to symbolically give the idea of life 
conceived asan eternal cycle. In To Damascus, the 
play is structured as a trilogy. The idea of eternal 
recurrence is stressed throughout the three parts 
mainly by the love-hatred relationship which never 
seems to have an end. The cycle of sufferings and 
short-lived happiness repeats itself like a long 
eternal chain of happenings: The same takes place 
in the Great God Brown: 

To Damascus 
''(A woman enters wi th a 
child to be baptized.) 
Tempter: Look~ A little 
mortal who's to be con
secrated to suffering. 
Stranger: Poor chil~! 
Tempter: A human history 
that's about to begin. 
(A bridal couple cross 
the stage) And there -
what's loveliest and 
most bitter. Adam and Evé 
in Paradise, that in a 
week will be a Hell and 
in a fortnight Faradise 
again. ti 

(Part III-Act IV-sc.iii
P• 285) 
Stranger: -"Yvhen we began 
it wasn't the beginning 
and it won't be the end 
when we are ended. Life 
is a fragment, without 
beginning or end." 
(Part III-Act II-sc. 1, 
p. 217) 

The Great God Brown 
Cybel: 11Always spring 
comes again bearing life! 
Always again! Always, 
always forever again! -
Spring, again! - life 
again! - summer and fall 
and death and peace again! 
- but always, always, 
love and conception and 
birth and pain again -
spring bearing the 
intolerable chalice of 
life again!" 
(Act IV-se. 2, p. 375) 
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In ·rhe Road to Damascus the f irst part is 

structured in such a way that it is a cycle in itself. 

'rhe di vision is made by· soventetm scenes. 'rhe first 

one coincides with the last one, in a successively 

way the second one coincides with tho sixteenth and 

so on. The action rüaches a climax prccisely at the 

middle of the ~lay (fart I) or scenc ninth and from 

then on the samc sceno takcs placo successively back
wards in the samo spots. As for tho end of the play 
tho same characters appear at the samo place where 
the play began. In the socond part tho scencs seem 
to be repoating ovor and over again by means of 
focussing tho problcms which trouble the Stranger 

from differont points of view. This also happens in 
tho third part of the trilogy up to the end when the 
Strangcr arrives to a JVionastE:ry in arder to die and 

be born again. Symbolically the monastery is a place 
where the history of life is kept and oddly enough 

it is the story of human strugglo of oppositas repeat
ing all ov0r again, in the eternal cycle of life. 
The collection- of famous mons' portraits in the so 

called monastery, is tho objcctive proof: All of them 

have two heads, oach ono portraying tho struggling 
opposites 

Melcher: nNumbGr two in the catalogue. Ah, 
yes; that's two-hoaded Doctor Luther. The youth
ful champion of tolorance and the aged upholder 
of intolerance. Havo I said enough?n 
(Part III-Act IV-se. i-p. 278) 

So thc Stranger goes to the monastery after he 
has lived all through his lifo by romemboring it 
ovor and over. Ho goes to thc monast0ry in arder 
to die and be born. In thcro his story will be kept 
as a new 0xampl8 of what life is: an eternal cycle 

whoro evorything ropoats itsolf. 
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The structure of the Great God Brown is similar 
to that of To Damasc'us (especially part I). There is 
an introduction, an epilogue and four a.cts go in 
between. The prologue and the epitogue ·like scene I 
and scene XVII in To Lamascus turn out·to be built up 
in the sa,Jiu way as if the autho.rs wanted 1;;o say that 
the bygone generation and the co~ing one ~ave to live 
through the same or~eals, the .same sufferings, the 
same happiness. Everything which had to happen in 
the past and which will have to happen in the future 
is happening in the p.lay. This is the interlude 
between one generation and the other. 

Prologue Epilogue 
Mother"(Dion's mother) 
The nights are so much 
colder than they used to 
be! Think of it, I once 
went moonlight bathing 
in Juno when I was a girl
but the moonlight was so 
warm and beautiful in 
those days, do you 
remember, Father?" 
(p. 309) 

Margaret:"But the nights 
now are so much colder 
than they used to be. 
Think of it, I went in 
moonlight bathing in June 
when I was a girl. It 
was so warm and beautiful 
in those days. I remem
bor the Junes when I 
was carrying you boys ••• ~ 
(p. 377) 

The monologues in The Great God Brown like in 
The Road to Damascus have the purpose of discovering 
the inner thoughts of the characters. We find mono
logues especially in Dion and Cybel. There are 
several instancos in the play when Dion talks to 

himself, He takes the mask off and talks to it. 
The saint talks to tho demon. 

Dion: "Ho raises his hand over the mask as 
if he were blessing it, closes the book and puts 
it back in his pocket. Ho raises the mask in 
his hands and stares at it with a pitying tender
ness) Pcaco, poor torturad ono, bravo pitiful 
pride of mon, the hour of our deliverance comos. 
·ro-morrow wo may bo wi th Him in Paradise ! " (He 
kisses it on thc lips and sets it down again •••• ) 
(Act II, se. ii-p. 342) 
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Vfuon Cybcl spcaks as II an idol of Mother Earth" 

shü speaks to h0rsclf. It is hvr thoughts and foel

ings about M~ exprcssod in a loud voice. It is a 

monologue, an aside, an introspectivo look into the 
charactor. 

Finally I will just add a com.mont derived from 
tho abov0 considcrations. Likv in most 0xpr0ssionist 
dramas thoro is a pvssimistic viow of humanity in 
To Damascus and Tho Grcat God Brovm. "Man has to be 
pitiod" se¿¡ms tobo thG conclusion arrived at by the 
authors. The poor cr0atur0 called Man is doomed to 
livo otornally sufforing,et0rnally longing to find 
himself a plac0 in thc Universo; otornally trying 
to understand himsvlf; ot0rnally bowildorud by th0 
riddlc of lifo and death; cternally frustrat~d in 
his ondoavour to undcrstand it. 
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CONCLUSION 

Thc end of this thesis moans forme the beginning 

of furthor studios in sevora.1· o:f_ O' N eill' s plays as 

comparad to thoso of Stri:n.d.l;>.9~g_., ...... When the~- ~hesis was 
started I did not realize the onormous f.iold which ... 

could be covered by thc comparison o-f the playw:rights' 

plays·. The plan I had set at first ·for this ~~ud;r-

can be applied not .only to the exprossionist pla;r.~., 

but to the roalist; the ideas, the- characters and ,, 

the structure offor good topics for furthor analysis. 

August Strindberg seemed to have colloctod all his 

ideas in To Damascus. It is as if suddenly he had 

become aware of infinite rosourcos .which his cr0at:i.vc 

power had in atoro. Strindberg startod writing !Q,_ 

Damascus after he had li ved through a countl~ss.. 

number of new expori0ncos during his mental br.eakdpwn 

he callcd "tho Inforno". The Road to Damascus .. .is .a : . . 

colloction of those exporionces whore such P.honomep.a 

as hallucina:tions, insani ty, nightmaros, anxiet.ies·, 

aro fully exposed. The play as a stage production, 

brings innumerable hoadaches to the producor. The, 

characterization is so complex that, no mat.ter w:q~t 
. --· ·' 

resourcos he employs to .mak~ the radiation of the ego 

clearer, thore will always_ .. :t?.(:} .a feeling of bewil1.er
mont in the spectators. This play might turn out 

better in a good film. Somothing .similar could .b.e. 
said of The Great God Brown: although tho play haf3 

been put on the stage successfully; neverthelesf!l.t 
tho changes in the masks óf the characters are so 
subtle (as they are read in the stage direction~) 
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that it is impossiblG to havc th(.; audivncc bo awaro 

of 0v0ry li ttlv diff (;r, .. mcc bctwcon thom. 

Tho influuncc of dtrindb0rg upon O'Nvill is 

valuablu for it gav0 ideas to be davclop0d in ncw and 

original plays. Somo of thom woru only uxporimonts 

lik0 Days Without End which could bo calle;d a modified 

copy of Tho Gruat God Brown. On(.; of ~ho probl0ms 

which troublos Dion Anthony will bo thv main theme 

hore: thc rvligious strugglo bctwccn thc boliovor and 

tho hoathcn. O'Noill mado his main charact0r John 
Loving split into sovoral solvos. Instuad of using 

masks O'Ni:.,ill adopts Btrindbvrg's mvthod of having 

difforcnt charactvrs vmbody thc diff0rvnt sclvvs: 

John and Loving. Two actors p0rform thv roles of a 
single individual. Loving will b0 visibl0 for thc 

audicncc but non-cxistvnt for the rcst of tho charac
tcrs for "ho is tho samo ag0, of tho samc hoight and 

figure, is drGssod in ev0ry d0tail oxactly tho same. 
His hair is th0 same dark, stroakod with gray. In 
contrast to this similarity bctwoon tho two, thore is 
an uqually strango dissimilarity. For Loving's face 
is a mask whose: fvaturos rcproduct.,; axactly the: fea

turvs of John's faco - thc dvath mask of John who has 

diod w.i th a snu0r of scornful mockcry on his lips. 11 

(Act I - Btago Dir0ctions, pp. 493-494) 
The two selvcs, liko th(.; 8trang8r's in To 

Damascus and Dion imthony' s aro conflicting. Th0r0 
is a duol botwe1.;n thc ovil s.0lf (Loving) and thc 
Christian solf (John). John Loving is likc thc dualism 
b0twoon Dionysus-Antho~y. As in tho analyzod plays, 
tho protagonist is bound to woman in a lovc-hatrod 
bond. Thcrc ar0 two fuminin0 charactl)rs: Elsa and 
Lucy whoso roles aro tho samo as thc Lady, Cybol and 
Margarot: Elsa is thu wifv-mother-child whilo Lucy 
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is the mistress and the enomy of man .• 
It could be said that the Temptor rescmbles 

Loving for ho is tho voice of cxpcrionce, of nationa
·1ity. The Beggar, tho Doctor and the Stranger con
glome-rato in John while tho Confossor and the Domini
can - thc all-knowing characters aro like. F.ather 
Baird in Da.ys Wi thout End. Somo paragraphs in this 
play are very much 1ike The Groat God Brown .and 
To Dam.ascus: 

Loving "He saw his G·od as deaf and blind and 
merciloss - a Deity who roturnod hate .for love and 
rovengod Himself upon :those who tru_stod Him! 11 

(Act I - p. 511) ~fouldn' t those words be long to the 
Stranger and to Dion Anthony? 

Tho idea of having two actors to portray an 
individual givcs room for monologues for whon Loving 
spoaks nobody hears him except his half-self John. 

The influence in To Damascus is felt in some 
other plays, also experimental. In Strange Interlude 
the idea of split personalitios, the masks, is car
ried on by tho inner monologues of evoryone of the 
-characters. The action is carried on .. simul taneously 
on two grounds: tho characters' bohavioilr bofore the 
:world and their real inner solvos.. The ·main feillinine 
charactcr, Nina, is the Lady's diroct descendant and 
such thomes as the eternal r0curronco of life ce.n 
easily be traced. 

In the Iceman Comoth (1939) the influence of 
To Damascus is present. In this play, ·thero. is not 
a real action. ·Thc play is built up in the ·a~e 
"moods", or 11 stat0s of mind" in which the chari:1ct0rs 
aro in thc first scones as repoating over and over 
again following the circle bf eternal r0currenco. 
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Tho charactcrs appvar in thc first act and pr0scnt 

their inn~r probloms. Thl; split p~rsonaliti0s, thc 

masks in this play are thc pip1,;-dr0ams. I1h0rG is a 

strugglo among th0 diff0ront selvas of tho charactJrs: 

"I havo bo(.;n •.. I would havo lik..;d to b0 and 

I am ••.. 11 Each onc of th(.; characters has avoided 

facing his problcm. Tho par is the mooting place for 

all lonl;ly souls to kcop r0lativo company: all of 

thom aro oqually unhappy, 0qually unfortunatc, 

oqually weak as tho Strangor and Dion. Talking about 
thumsclvos, thoir pipo-drGam is thoir main concorn. 

They are; likc tho Strangcr, having monologu0s within 
thoms-..:lvos in which they rclatv what thoy would like 

to be. It so0ms as if thvy b0com0 sob0r for sorne 
minutes in ardor to rumind th1,;mS<.:lVL;S of the: problcms 

which make thom drink in ordcr to go on living thGir 

pip~-droam. Tho charactors aro involvcd in a seri0s 
of lies which mak0 thGir lifG bearablo, but at tho 

sam0 time thc struggl0 bGtwc0n the lio and tho truth 
is d0stroying them. 

The projoction of tho 8go as memori~s of living 
fears on thc stage is prcscnt in O'Noill's Em~oror 

Jonos (1920). This play is a psychological study of 

fGar. ThG play is built up following Strindb0rg's 

monodrama tochniquo of sc0no division basGd almost 

on ono speaking charactcr. Most of the: play exccpt 
the first and thc last sccncs, which constitute the 
introduction and the opiloguc is a monologue. The 
main charactcr, thc Empuror Joll\JS proj octs his inner 

fears on his way to sav0 his life. Thc memorias are 
projoctod on thu stago taking sovoral shadus: from 
his li ttlE: formless f Gars, going back to his past 
murdors and f0ars into symbolically thG atavic ¡ears 
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of the negro race. The symbol of increasing fear is 
portrayed by the heart-like pounding drums of the 
negroes. 

The Hairy Ape (1922) is like the Emperor Jones 
an excellent cxpressionist play which doscends from 
Strindberg's works. Tho main character, Yank, is 
split in his problem of belonging. During thc whole 
play Yank is troubled at trying to adjust his ape 
self to the thinker self. It could be said that 
Thc Hairy Ape is a monologue - nn out-loud monologue. 
In most parts of the play he speaks with voices as a 
means to justify the dialogue, but they are only a 
means to bring out the troubled mind of Yank. His 
confusion is projected in scveral scenes which, like 
in To Damascus, soem to pass by like in a kalcido
scope. The people on Fifth Avenue, the jail, the 
gorilla, are just projections of his bewildored mind. 
Yank begins to think. He is in an intcrmediate place 
between the thinker and the gorilla trying to recon
cile both and identifying with neither. 

In Strindbcrg as well as in O'Neill, many 
similarities aro to be found. Both tried to find a 
meaning in life. Hato and love destroy the life of 
their charact0rs, love being the main power to 
preserve thc self. Both playwrights were experimen
ters of the theater; both tried to cxplain the un
explained impulses and processes of the human mind. 
Both are considered as masters of the psychological 
drama: Strindberg the forerunner, O'Neill the son 
of his spirit. 
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